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Abstract
Taking advantage of a nationwide field experiment relying on an SMS campaign conducted in Kenya, this paper reconciles mixed findings in the literature. It combines novel
audit data with survey and experimental data to highlight two conditions under which anticorruption information campaigns are likely to improve electoral accountability: (1) voters
have sufficient information about politician performance and (2) voters are not too pessimistic about the quality of the political class. The treatment provided factual information
from audits of incumbent performance on Constituency Development Fund spending. Before treatment, public opinion data from Afrobarometer and Ipsos Synovate indicate that
Kenyan voters believe that almost all politicians are corrupt. After treatment, the data
reveal that voters are impervious to new information about the degree to which their representatives are clean. However, treatment reduces the perceived likelihood of politician theft,
and improves perceptions of politician honesty for voters receiving good news. The findings
suggest that although voter judgments about incumbent performance tend to be fixed, voter
pessimism towards the political class does update with factual information.
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Background

Corruption is a central problem in development (World Bank Development Report, 2004; Svensson, 2005; Olken and Pande, 2012). The mismanagement of public funds can be in the form of
active waste where the abuse of office directly or indirectly benefits the decision maker, or passive
waste which arises from negligence or incompetence (Bandiera et al., 2009). Predation by public
officials is especially likely in countries with weak legal capacity and rule of law (Fukuyama,
2014; Besley and Persson, 2011). Rents are often shared between politicians and bureaucrats,
who have formal authority and informal power over public resources (Bussell, 2013). Yet, such
public fund mismanagement directly undermines the provision of essential public services to a
population that largely cannot afford private alternatives to the public sector. With pervasive
rent-seeking, it can be difficult for local beneficiaries to monitor and sanction corruption in
projects, as public officials often have tight control over most information (Ensminger, 2013).
This paper follows the conventional political economy definition of corruption, which defines
corruption as the breaking of a rule by a public official for private gain (Rose-Ackerman, 1978;
Banerjee et al., 2012).1 While an array of licit and illicit activities could be considered political
corruption, this study primarily focuses on illicit activities where a public official has violated
clearly established procedures,2 since these activities directly corrode the rule of law and the
provision of public services. The visibility of corrupt activities by public leaders damages trust
and norms within a society. How people behave often depends on how they see or perceive
others as behaving, with corrupt behavior in high places also shaping the “established rules of
behavior” or norms of conduct (Sen, 1999). Corruption is one of the greatest vulnerabilities of
new democracies, as perceptions that officials and politicians are corrupt reduce the legitimacy of
the government and undermine the trust necessary for the state to operate smoothly (Fukuyama,
2014). Effective institutions of governance require elections where citizens can evaluate the
conduct of officials and replace those who do not perform in vertical accountability, and agencies
1
Rose-Ackerman (1978, 1999) details some possible extensions of this legalistic definition to other unproductive forms of rent seeking, such as special interests and distributive politics.
2
William Plunkitt famously made a distinction between “honest and dishonest graft”(Riordan, 1995). For
example, the influence of special interests on government and public officials, described in studies such as Grimmer
and Neff Powell (2015); Bonica (2013); Eggers and Hainmueller (2009); Ansolabehere et al. (2003) are not included
in this definition. Nor are activities where politicians directly control public institutions for political gain, as in
(1) forms of clientelism and machine politics around the world discussed in Golden and Min (2013); Stokes et al.
(2013), or (2) governments using public resources to buy or coerce the support of voters as in Magaloni (2006);
Finan and Schechter (2012); Hsieh et al. (2011).
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independent of government actors that monitor, restrain, and if necessary punish leaders in
horizontal accountability (Diamond, 2009).
One particularly destructive form of corruption is the diversion or outright theft of funds for
public programs (Svensson, 2005). Missing funds, also commonly known as leakages in public
spending, undermines public services by directly diminishing the available resources (World
Bank Development Report, 2004; Reinikka and Svensson, 2005). If left unchecked, rampant
missing funds showcase the willingness and ability of public leaders to put themselves above
the law, and the weakness of a country’s legal institutions and the rule of law.3 Yet, while
the consequences of corruption tend to be highly visible, actual proof of corruption is typically
difficult to acquire. Measuring corruption, especially of politically powerful actors, requires an
exhaustive accounting of activities which tend to be concealed and secretive by nature.
There are two primary approaches to documenting the diversion or theft of funds. The
first, “estimation by subtraction” compares government records of allocation with beneficiary
records on the ground (Reinikka and Svensson, 2004; Olken and Pande, 2012). Using this
approach for a subset of sub-Saharan African countries, Reinikka and Svensson report that
anywhere from 10% to 78% of public funds go missing. The second, technical assessments,
measure the negative effects of corruption. These use independent engineering assessments
to evaluate missing expenditures and project quality. Olken (2007) compares independent
engineering assessments of value with the recorded value of public works projects, and finds that
24% of funds allocated went missing in a study of Indonesian road projects. Rasul and Rogger
(2013) utilize a similar approach in Nigeria, by using independent engineering assessments to
measure value for money in public service delivery.
This paper builds on the insights from this literature to consider why electoral accountability has failed to constrain politician corruption in an emerging democracy. It uses a standard
political agency framework from Besley (2006) to highlight how voter pessimism about politician corruption can undermine electoral accountability. It combines novel audit data from
Kenya’s National Taxpayers Assocation (NTA) with original survey and experimental data to
test if the provision of factual information improves citizen pessimism towards politicians in
Kenya. Like Olken (2009), it examines the degree to which voter assessments of corrupt activ3

Where rule of law is defined as in Fukuyama (2014): Where the rules are binding even on the most politically
powerful actors in a given society.
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ities correspond to audit assessments of corrupt activities, in politician-managed Constituency
Development Fund (CDF) spending. Then it considers whether a factual information intervention improves citizen accuracy in assessing incumbent performance, satisfaction, and support
for the incumbent. Additional analysis considers citizen information recall of political information relative to non-political information, and how the treatment may impact perceptions
of the political class more generally. Finally, building on the American politics literature, it
investigates how locally visible projects may play a stronger role in shaping voter perceptions.
This paper is organized as follows. First, it overviews the literature on electoral accountability and corruption. Then it uses the political agency framework to illustrate the ways in which
electoral accountability could fail. A description of the context, data, and experimental design
follows. The pre-registered econometric specification is then introduced, before presenting the
experimental findings. A discussion follows, before the concluding.

2

Literature Review

In democracies, elections improve governance by creating greater discipline of politicians or by
improving political selection (Besley, 2006; Ashworth, 2012). Politicians are generally assumed
to be single-minded re-election seekers, who strategically engage with constituents to maximize their chances of re-election (Mayhew, 1974; Fenno, 1978). Control of politicians occurs
when voters base their choices on incumbent behavior and incumbents choose their strategies
in anticipation of this behavior—the threat of not being re-elected constrains incumbent opportunism (Barro, 1973; Ferejohn, 1986). However, if there are limits to the control of politicians
through elections, then the selection of honest and competent politicians is especially important
in improving the quality of policymaking and government (Besley, 2005). Elections provide the
opportunity for voters to choose a “good type” of leader who would act on their behalf even
independent of re-election incentives, such that control of politicians through elections is not
necessary to produce the public policies that the voters want (Fearon, 1999).
Electoral accountability requires that voters have sufficient information to make the accountability viable (Besley, 2006). However, information acquisition is costly. Since the probability
of an individual being pivotal in an election is so minute, the cost of acquiring information
exceeds any potential benefits, with traditional information providers such as professional data
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services, interest groups, political parties, and government alleviating the costs of the obtaining information about incumbent performance (Downs, 1957). Yet, even in an industrialized
and information-rich democracy such as the U.S., the majority of citizens are often uninformed
about political leaders (Carpini and Keeter, 1997). The literature on low information rationality in American politics suggests that voters often use heuristics, information shortcuts, or cues
from their everyday lives to draw inferences about policies and incumbent performance (Lupia,
1994; Fiorina, 1981; Popkin, 1995). In some cases, these heuristics lead voters to draw the same
conclusions as they would if they were otherwise informed (Lupia, 1994). However, in other
cases, these heuristics can potentially lead voters astray. Voters may be prone to biases from
irrelevant events such as natural disasters (Healy et al., 2010; Bartels, 1996; Bartels and Achen,
2004), and an uninformed electorate tends to be susceptible to elite manipulation (Zaller, 1992;
Converse, 1964).
In low-income countries, traditional information providers tend to be unavailable or restricted. When the majority of the electorate is semi-literate and lacks access to television or
newspapers, the costs of acquiring information can be particularly high for those who can least
afford it, even though they are the numerical majority. A large body of experimental evidence
suggests that limited availability of information can hinder voters from enforcing better governance (Pande, 2011). Experimental evidence from India and Brazil suggest that voters are
responsive to information about politician performance in public spending and will sanction
politician corruption (Banerjee et al., 2011; Ferraz and Finan, 2008). Moreover studies in Benin
and Sierra Leone show that voters prefer credible technocratic policy platforms to clientelistic
platforms (Fujiwara and Wantchekon, 2013) and are responsive to policy-based debates (Bidwell
et al., 2015).4 These suggest that voters appear to be quite sophisticated when electing politicians on the basis of past performance. Voters are able to draw inferences beyond their locality
to infer politician performance and use challenger qualifications as a yardstick to judge incumbent qualifications (Banerjee et al., 2011). Additionally, they can distinguish between personal
experiences with corruption in voting behavior (pocketbook) and perceptions of corruption in
one’s society (sociotropic) in their voting behavior (Klašnja et al., 2012).
Findings suggest that increased transparency and availability of information generally im4

Wantchekon (2003) finds clientelistic appeals to be more credible than policy platforms; (Fujiwara and
Wantchekon, 2013) find that technocratic debates can enhance the credibility of policy platforms relative to
clientelistic appeals.
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proves accountability in public sector spending. In Uganda, Reinikka and Svensson (2005) find
that a newspaper campaign which published monthly transfers of the school grant increased
the share of funds received by schools, from approximately 24% to 82%. Voters in Brazil were
less likely to keep politicians in office when audits exposed corruption and more likely to reelect non-corrupt politicians, especially in areas where a larger share of households own a radio
(Ferraz and Finan, 2008). In India, state governments were more responsive to citizens through
the provision of public food distribution and calamity relief expenditures, when newspaper
circulation was higher and political competition greater (Besley and Burgess, 2002).
However, the literature is mixed as to whether or not elections have been effective in constraining politician corruption. In particular, some studies find that the provision of information
about incumbent performance to voters does not necessarily improve electoral accountability
as might be expected. An information campaign which highlighted the legislative performance
of politicians—a key responsibility—had no effect on incumbent re-election rates in Uganda,
though the new information does reduce support for the bottom quartile of performers and
improve support for the top quartile of performers amongst non-partisan voters (Humphreys
and Weinstein, 2012). In Mexico, providing information about mayoral corruption in the public
spending alienated voters from the political party and the electoral process (Chong et al., 2015).
In Brazil, informing voters about the corruption scandals of both candidates in a run-off election
appears to reduce the salience of corruption in vote-choice (de Figueiredo et al., 2011). And
although audit information reduced the retention of corrupt politicians, in Puerto Rico, incumbents re-elected into office intensified their corrupt activities in the subsequent term (Bobonis
et al., 2009).
This paper builds on insights from the literature to suggest the potential limits of information in improving electoral accountability. In particular, it incorporates the theoretical insights
of Besley (2006) and Svolik (2013), who illustrate how electoral accountability can fail when
share of dishonest politicians in a political class is high and when voters are caught in a trap
of pessimistic expectations which becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. Thus, this study on information and electoral accountability differs from the extant literature, in suggesting that voters
have no reason to sanction corrupt behavior unless they believe that the replacement is likely
to be honest. This approach reveals how voter perceptions of the political class are a critical
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component in electoral accountability. In doing so, this paper reconciles mixed findings in the
literature by highlighting the conditions under which anti-corruption information campaigns
are likely to work.

3

Theoretical Framework

This section uses the political agency framework from Besley (2006), a framework implicit to
many studies on information and electoral accountability. It aims to provide intuition for why
voter pessimism towards the political class can undermine electoral accountability.
Suppose there are two time periods t ∈ {1, 2} and two types of politicians, honest and
dishonest i ∈ {H, D}. In each period the incumbent politician can choose a state-dependent
policy et (st , i) ∈ {0, 1}, where st ∈ {0, 1} is the state of the world at time t and only observed
by the incumbent. For example, st could indicate a local development need arising in health,
water, or education, with st = 1 indicating that the need exists and st = 0 indicating that the
need does not exist. Incumbents who are responsive to local needs set the appropriate statedependent policy et = st . Incumbents who are unresponsive to local needs set the appropriate
state-dependent policy et 6= st . In the context of local public goods provision, this could be
passive waste of funds, in neglecting to build a necessary project (et = 0, st = 1). It could also
be active waste of funds, in building an unnecessary project so as to steal the funds (et = 1,
st = 0). For simplicity, each state occurs with equal probability, with both voters and politicians
having common discount factor β.
Let π be the probability that a randomly picked politician is honest. Honest and dishonest
politicians receiving some ego rent E from holding office and the politician’s outside option
normalized to zero. The voter payoff is:

V =




∆

if et = st



0

otherwise

Honest politicians always choose et = st , sharing the voters’ objectives exactly, with E as
the payoff to holding office. Dishonest politicians get a private benefit of r ∈ [0, R] in choosing
et 6= st , with a realized rent of rt , where rt ∼ G(r), with mean µ and finite support [0, R]. It
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is assumed that R > β(µ + E), to ensure the dishonest politicians rent-seek some of the time.
Thus, politician payoffs gi are:

gH =




E + ∆

if et = st



0

otherwise

gD =




rt

if et 6= st



0

otherwise

The timing is as follows. Nature draws the state of the world st , politician type i if newly
elected, and rent r1 , none of which are observable to the voter. The incumbent politician chooses
his or her preferred action. Voters observe the payoff and choose to re-elect the incumbent or
to select a challenger at random from the pool of potential politicians. After the election, a
dishonest politician receives an independent draw of r2 . Period 2 actions then follow and payoffs
are realized, and the game ends.
Solving for a Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium, in period 2 absent re-election incentives, each
politician behaves optimally with e2 (s2 , H) = s2 and e2 (s2 , D) = 1 − s2 . Suppose that honest
politicians always engage in honest behavior, and that a dishonest politician pools with honest
politicians with probability λ ∈ (0, 1) for period 1, where λ is defined as:

λ = G(β(µ + E))

Intuitively, λ is an index of political discipline, which captures the probability that the rent r1
in period 1 is less than or equal to the gains to holding office in period 2. Thus, the condition
for a corrupt incumbents to pool with clean ones is r1 ≤ β(µ + E). If voters update using Bayes
rule, then their belief that a politician is honest conditional on observing ∆ is:

P r(i = H|∆) =

P r(∆|i = H)P r(i = H)
P r(∆|i = H)P r(i = H) + P r(∆|i = D)P r(i = D)

P r(i = H|∆) =

Π=

1·π
1 · π + λ(1 − π)

π
≥π
π + λ(1 − π)

Assuming that voters vote based upon an incumbent’s period 1 actions, there is always an
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equilibrium where a politician who produces ∆ is elected. A politician that does not produce
∆ is not re-elected, since this yields voters zero payoff in period 2. A dishonest politician gets
r1 in period 1 or β(µ + E) if pooling with honest politicians. Honest politicians always engage
in honest behavior (e1 = s1 and e2 = s2 ). Dishonest politicians engage in dishonest behavior
in period 2 (e2 = (1 − s2 )) and engage in honest behavior in period 1 (e1 = s1 ) if they earn
sufficiently small rents from being dishonest. All politicians who choose e = s are re-elected.
This framework is useful for thinking about how an anti-corruption information campaign
could improve electoral accountability. In particular, in low-information environments it can
be difficult for citizen-voters to observe ∆. Anti-corruption campaigns that increase the observability of ∆ could improve electoral accountability by enabling voters to use information
about an incumbent’s past performance to update their beliefs about the incumbent’s type
and their expectations of future performance. Under the information hypothesis, the provision of information about incumbent performance in local public goods provision is expected
to update voter beliefs and to increase support for well-performing incumbents while reducing
support for poorly performing incumbents.5 Here, electoral accountability fails because voters
are uninformed and thus unable to hold the incumbent accountable for corrupt behavior.
However, under some circumstances voters may also become apathetic to corruption. Svolik
(2013) suggests that in new democracies, after repeatedly disappointing government performance, voters may rationally conclude that “all politicians are crooks” and stop distinguishing
between good and bad candidates. Politicians respond by rationally conforming to voter expectations, even if they would have performed in office given the appropriate incentives. In new
democracies, this process occurs because politicians have yet to form reputations, which allows
the entry of undesirable candidates who view office as a one time opportunity to get rich. As
politician reputations improve, these undesirable candidates are less likely to run for office. In
this framework, information provision can still have beneficial effects in reputation-building for
the political class—one candidate’s success in office can be a positive externality from which all
candidates benefit in new democracies.
5

In an extension of this model in the Appendix, Besley (2006) also illustrates the limits of information in
improving electoral accountability when the political class is of sufficiently low quality. Intuitively, voter control
of politicians works through λ, the probability that a corrupt politician pools with clean one. With a low quality
pool of politicians, providing information about type enables voters to throw incumbents out of office. However,
the benefit from doing so can be outweighed by a negative discipline effect (i.e. a decrease in discipline where
information about type reduces pooling by corrupt incumbents with clean ones)
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Through the lens of the Besley (2006) framework, voter pessimism can be characterized in
two ways when considering π and λ. First, if voters believe that all politicians are dishonest,
with π = 0, then voters are indifferent between the incumbent and the challenger. The intuition
here is that voters see no difference between the incumbent and any challenger drawn from the
political class. Second, if voters have a very strong prior that the incumbent is dishonest,
with λ = 1, then information about ∆ does not increase support for the incumbent relative
to any potential challengers. For example, voters may have some private information about
the incumbent which fixes their belief about incumbent dishonesty—where they believe with
probability equal to one that the incumbent is dishonest, even after observing ∆. Under the
voter pessimism hypothesis, provision of information has no impact on the incumbent’s
reputation or support, but it can improve the collective reputation of the political class. In this
scenario, electoral accountability fails because pessimistic voters are apathetic to information
about ∆. This framework motivates the experimental intervention aimed at increasing the
observability of ∆ and π. However, before discussing the data and experimental intervention,
the next section will first highlight why Kenya’s context is particularly well-suited for studying
voter pessimism.

4

Context

As Figure 1 from Afrobarometer Round 5 (2011-2013) shows, Kenya is a context where citizens
are extremely pessimistic about the quality of the political class, even relative to other African
countries. A large proportion of Kenyans believe that all or most of their Members of Parliament are corrupt.6 Just prior to the March 2013 elections, the Ethics and Anti-Corruption
Commission reported politicians as amongst the most corrupt people in the eyes of the public.7
For Kenya’s 2013/2014 annual budget of over US$15.5 billion8 , the Auditor-General reported
that only 26% of government revenue and expenditures could be classified as “clean” (Kenya

6
This persists in subsequent Afrobarometer Round 6 (2014-2015), as reported by Transparency International
and Afrobarometer (2015).
7
“Politicians top graft list, says agency”, Daily Nation, 20 November 2011.
8
Where the conversion rate is assumed to be 1 USD to 100 KES or Ksh for all conversions from Kenyan
shillings to US dollars, for ease of reader. Alternative conversions are highlighted in the footnotes.
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Figure 1: Afrobarometer Round 5 Data

Notes: The figure uses data from Afrobarometer Round 5, which surveyed individuals across sub-Saharan Africa
from 2011 to 2013. It plots the share of individuals that answered “Most of them” or “All of them” to the
question: “How many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard
enough about them to say: Members of Parliament?” for each country where this question was asked. The
countries are listed by share size, with Kenya indicated in light gray. For comparability across survey rounds,
the responses were coded to match the Transparency International and Afrobarometer (2015) measures, with all
respondents excluding missing responses. For a bar chart which shows responses by category, please refer to the
Appendix.
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Auditor-General, 2015).910 In the 2013/2014 report, over US$667 million in expenditures was
unaccounted for, an amount that exceeds the entire 2014 USAID development aid budget to
Kenya of US$515 million.11 The highest offenders the Ministry of Health (US$225 million),
the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure (US$220 million), and the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology (US$128 million).12
Kenya’s Constituency Development Fund (CDF) has served as a prominent model for local
public fund management by politicians around the world, in countries such as Southern Sudan,
Philippines, Honduras, Nepal, Pakistan, and Jamaica (Tshangana, 2010). However, politician
mismanagement of the Constituency Development Fund is particularly salient in mass media,
spearheaded by efforts from the National Taxpayers Association.13 In Kenya, legislative politicians have direct oversight of the CDF, a national fund intended for local development, which
receives at least 2.5% of government revenue. Although a fraction of government revenue, this
is still a substantial fund, with 21.1 billion Ksh (US$211 million) in CDF allocations in the
2012/2013 fiscal year alone. The average CDF allocation per constituency has increased gradually from 46.7 million Ksh (US$467,000) in the 2007/2008 fiscal year to 101 million Ksh (US$1
million) in the 2012/2013 fiscal year.14 In accordance with the Constituencies Development
Fund Act, each constituency receives CDF monies through a constituency account managed
by the local Member of Parliament (MP).15 Thus, the MP is solely responsible for CDF fund
management: Each MP has discretion in how to establish a his or her own CDF committee
with new politicians appointing new CDF bodies upon entry into office.16
9
For the Auditor-General, “clean” refers to an Unqualified Opinion that financial statements give a true and
fair view or are presented fairly, in all material respects, in accordance with the Government Financial Regulations
and Procedures and Public Finance Management Act, 2012 and public funds have been applied lawfully and in
an effective manner, see pages 12-13. This was considered an improvement from the previous year, where only
12% of public revenue and expenditures were classified as clean.
10
Kenya audit: Government accounts ’disturbing’, BBC Africa, 29 July 2015. http://www.bbc.com/news/
world-africa-33708519.
11
Dollars to Results, USAID. https://results.usaid.gov/kenya#fy2014.
12
Classified as Unsupported Expenditure, appeared on financial statements, but public agencies failed to provide
legal records or documentation in support of the expenditures. ”Report of the Auditor-General on the Financial
Statements for National Government for the Year 2013/2014”, Kenya’s Office of Auditor-General, page 18.
13
”MP’s CDF misuse case set for hearing”, 10 October 2012, Daily Nation.
”Former MPs set to face off with Ethics team over CDF rot”, 3 February 2013, Daily Nation.
http://www.nation.co.ke/news/Former-MPs-set-to-face-off-with-Ethics-team-over-CDF-rot/
1056-1682962-o47i4q/index.html
14
In 2007/2008, the exchange rate was approximately 1 USD to 70 KES, so that this figure was just over
US$1.4 million. See: http://www.xe.com/currencycharts/?from=USD&to=KES&view=10Y
15
The Constituencies Development Fund Act was established in 2003, amended in 2007, and replaced with
the Constituencies Development Fund Act, 2013. Until 2013, this fund was disbursed to constituencies according
to a systematic formula which weighted each constituency’s contribution to the national poverty level.
16
Some MPs allow for their constituencies to elect their CDF committees, but this was at the discretion of
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5

National Taxpayers Association (NTA)

The National Taxpayers Association is a national, independent, non-partisan organization focused on improving the delivery of services and the management of devolved funds for all
Kenyans. It is supervised by a Governing Council of prominent civil society and private sector
leaders from 12 Kenyan organizations: Transparency International - Kenya, Supreme Council
of Kenya Muslims, Catholic Peace and Justice Commission, Center for Governance and Development, Kenya Private Sector Alliance, Kenya Female Advisory Organization, Private Sector
Development Trust, United Business Association, Kenya Informal Sector Alliance, Kenya Alliance of Residents Association, Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Kenya Private Sector
Network. The NTA Citizen’s Constituency Development Fund (CDF) Report Card audits were
funded by international aid agencies from the United Kingdom (Department for International
Development - DfID), Sweden (Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency - SIDA)
and Germany (GIZ of the German Development Cooperation). This study uses report cards
from the time period relevant to the 2013 Kenyan national elections, from 2007/8 to 2010/2011.
This study uses NTA audit data on 126 constituencies.17
The audit data on CDF Funds Awarded, CDF Funds Badly Used, CDF Funds Wasted,
and CDF Funds Unaccounted For are taken from the national ranking reports released by the
National Taxpayers Association, which compiled the data from Citizen’s CDF Report Cards.18
Fiscal years were used to set the scope of the exercise for each audit, but financial reporting
takes into consideration accumulated allocations to the monitored projects over the years.19 See
Appendix for a copy of full audit report card.

5.1

NTA Report Card

According to the NTA, the report card was assembled according the to following procedures:

the MP and was not procedurally required during the study period.
17
Specifically, Phases 2, 3, 4, and 5, and the follow up audits for Phase 1. The audit for Aldai constituency
was not included in this study at the request of the NTA, because objections had been raised about the quality
of the audit.
18
For instances where the ranking did not match the report card, the ranking was used at the recommendation
of the NTA. They viewed the rankings as more accurate than the report card, because subsequently resolved
irregularities were reflected in the rankings. None of resolved irregularities exceeded 5%, when the rankings did
not match the available report card data.
19
This means that the CDF amount audited for each financial year exceeds that financial year’s CDF allocation,
since the amount audited also includes financial activities for CDF projects from previous financial years.
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1. Secondary Data Collection and Analysis
NTA Regional Officer held a series of meetings with district and constituency officials to
collect information on CDF projects funded in the fiscal year.
2. Project Site Visit, Rapid Assessment, and User Interviews
NTA Regional Officer visited all selected CDF projects funded in the fiscal year. At each
project site they took digital photographs of the project and undertook a rapid assessment
of the project using a structured Project Rapid Assessment Form.
3. Desk-based Independent Technical Assessment and Strategic Visits
At this stage NTA Regional Officer contracted a local engineer (or quantity surveyor) to
undertake an independent desk review which involved: (i) analysis of secondary data and
data collected in the field; (ii) strategic field visits to selected projects where additional
information was needed; and, (iii) classification of all projects into one of the six categories
below.
4. Desk-based Analysis and Final Project Classification
Following the independent technical assessment, the NTA Regional Officer met with the
contracted engineer or quantity surveyor to compare her/his list of categorised projects.
The output of this meeting was a final list of categorized projects as follows:
• Category A Projects - Well implemented, completed projects
This category was for CDF projects which had scored above 50% on the Technical
Assessment Form, and were found to be well built, with good value for money (i.e.
the budget was the right amount for the infrastructure delivered).
• Category B Projects - Badly implemented, complete and incomplete projects
This category was for CDF projects which had scored less than 50% on the Technical Assessment Form, and were found to be poorly constructed with poor value
for money, and/or with budgets much larger than what was actually delivered. See
Figure 3 for an example.
• Category C Projects - Well implemented, incomplete projects
This category was for CDF projects which had scored above 50% on the Technical
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Assessment Form, and were projects well implemented but ongoing, i.e. money had
been used to build a structure of good quality, but the construction is incomplete.
• Category D Projects - Abandoned Projects
This category of projects are incomplete and did not receive financial allocation in
the subsequent Financial Year. It should be noted that the CDF Act provides for
continuous allocation to projects until completion.
• Category E Projects - Ghost projects
This category was for CDF projects which had been officially allocated funds but the
project did not physically exist at the time of study i.e. it was a ghost project.
• Category F Projects - Reallocated Funds
This category was for CDF projects that were not implemented for the reason that
the funds were reallocated to other projects and with authority from the CDF Board
in accordance with the CDF Act.
• Category G Projects - Delayed implementation20
The project was officially allocated funds but the implementation has not started
and funds are in the project account.
5. Comments and Review
Following the process of compiling the Citizens Report Card, the NTA developed a draft
report of the findings. This report was then sent to the area Member of Parliament (copied
to the CDF Board) for his/her comments. The MP was given a period of one month to
comment on the draft report. In cases where the NTA did not receive any communication
a reminder letter was sent at the end of week four. If the NTA had no comments by the
end of week six then the draft CDF CRC was processed for publishing.21
See Figures 2 and 3 for examples of overall audit and individual project assessments. For
summary statistics of the project and location/ward level data, please see Tables B.1 and B.2
in the Appendix.
20

New category introduced after Phase 2.
In response to comments from the NTA, a number of MPs requested a meeting to discuss our findings or
sent letters with comments. The NTA considered all comments and made changes in the draft CDF CRC where
we had adequate supporting documentation. One report card, for Aldai constituency, was dropped from the
sample at the request of the NTA due to quality concerns.
21
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Figure 2: Example of NTA Audit Report Card

Table 2: Summary of Findings from NTA Audit of CDF Projects (FY) 2009-10 in Kibwezi Constituency

Category

A

B

C

D

E

Project Assessment
Classification
Well built, completed projects
- good quality construction,
good value for money for taxpayers’.
Badly built, complete and
Ongoing projects - poor
quality construction, money
wasted, poor value for money
Well built, incomplete projects
- project not yet complete, being
built in phases, so far well built
Abandoned Projects - projects
are incomplete and did not receive financial allocation in the
subsequent Financial Year.
Ghost projects - officially
allocated funds but the project
did not physically exist.
TOTAL

No. of
Projects

Budget
Awarded

Budget
Spent

Kshs.

Kshs.

Budget
Unaccounted
For
Kshs.

Balance in
Bank
Account

22

15,289,707

14,589,707

700,000

-

32

21,550,000

19,700,000

1,850,000

-

12

21,455,183

20,251,835

700,000

503,348

3

3,000,000

2,400,000

600,000

-

3

1,500,000

200,000

1,300,000

-

72

62,794,890

57,141,542

5,150,000

503,348

Summary of Funds
(Kshs.)

% of Total

Total Money Badly Used (B Projects)

19,700,000

31%

Total Money Wasted (D Projects)

2,400,000

4%

Budget Unaccounted For

5,150,000

8%

Main Findings

5
Notes: An example page from the NTA Citizen’s Constituency Development Fund Report Card for
Kibwezi Constituency in Makueni County. This table is Table 2 Summary of Findings from NTA
Audit of CDF Projects (FY) 2009-10. The Member of Parliament audited was Hon. Philip Kaloki.
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Figure 3: Example of NTA Project Assessments for Categories A, B, and E

Notes: These three examples detail the assessments for each project as detailed in the report card for categories
A, B, and E. The projects listed here are examples from the NTA Citizen’s Constituency Development Fund
Report Card for Kibwezi Constituency in Makueni County. These CDF Projects were audited for the FY 200910. The Member of Parliament audited was Hon. Philip Kaloki. In the report card, the projects are grouped by
category. For simplicity, only one example of each is shown here. For the 42-page full report card, please refer
to the Appendix. The project for category A is taken from p.13, the project for category B is taken from p. 23,
the project for category E is taken from p. 32.
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6

Sample and Design

This paper uses survey and experimental data from the 2013 Kenyan national election, as well
as audit data from the National Taxpayers Association of Kenya. An overview of the survey
and experimental data is given here, with further details on the audit data in the Appendix.

6.1

Survey Data and Field Experiment

The baseline survey was carried out first in February 2013, prior to the March 2013 elections,
as a part of a nationwide public opinion poll. The intervention was delivered during the first
week of March, just prior to the March 2013 Elections. The endline survey was implemented in
mid-March for a subset of respondents, in the weeks immediately after the March 2013 elections.

6.1.1

Baseline Survey

Local survey company Ipsos Synovate carried out face-to-face interviews in February 2013 for
its Social, Political, Economic, and Cultural (SPEC) Survey Report. The nationwide survey
had a large battery of questions on social, political, economic, and cultural attitudes, and the
baseline data were collected as a part of this public opinion poll. The baseline survey question
asked:
• In the past 5 years, the National Taxpayers Association has examined Constituency Development Fund (CDF) spending for MPs across Kenya. In their assessments, they compare
the government records of CDF allocations with the project spending records of each
constituency. Suppose that your constituency had been allocated 50,000,000 Ksh for the
CDF. On average, how much do you think actually would have reached the assessed CDF
projects in your constituency, in one year?
The survey company used a randomized multi-stage stratified sampling design, using probability
proportional to size to draw a nationally representative sample. The measure used takes the
percentage of funds reached using this question. Piloting indicated that respondents found
stating amounts relative to a given number more intuitive than stating a percentage, in guessing
how much funds would go reach projects.
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6.1.2

Intervention

The baseline survey includes covered 5,971 individuals. Because intervention took place through
an SMS platform, individuals without phones or valid phone numbers were excluded from the
study. Approximately 80% of the baseline sample was eligible to participate in the study,
which exceeds the estimates from the Kenya Bureau of Statistics (2009) on household phone
ownership of 63.2%. The information treatment, designed to emulate common informational
exposure during elections from radio, SMS, and newspapers, was embedded in a series of five
SMS messages. The treatment was randomly assigned at the individual level. The five SMS
messages were as follows:
1. Did you know that you can vote for 6 elected positions? President, Senator, MP, Women
Representative, Governor, Ward Representative. SOURCE: IEBC, Handbook on Elective
Positions
2. Did you know your constituency received XX,XXX,XXX Ksh in XXXX-X?
XX,XXX,XXX Ksh actually reached the intended projects. SOURCE: National Taxpayers Association, CDF Report Card [CONSTITUENCY]
3. Did you know that for each pupil, a school is supposed to receive 1,020 Ksh
per pupil, from the Free Primary Education capitation grants? SOURCE:
Ministry of Education
4. Did you know that Nigeria won the 2013 Africa Cup of Nations? SOURCE: Daily Nation,
14 February 2013
5. Did you know that Kenya won 11 medals in the 2012 London Olympics? 2 gold, 4 silver,
and 5 bronze medals. SOURCE: BBC SPORT
To hold constant any political activation from the initial message, Message 1 was also delivered to control individuals. This is the only message that was delivered to the entire sample,
with Messages 2 to 5 only delivered to the individuals randomly assigned to treatment. Message
2 is the primary message of interest, since it provides the factual information on an incumbent’s
CDF spending.22 However, content from the other messages also provide a benchmark for the
22

The SMS treatment only provided information about incumbent MP performance from 2007/8 to 2010/11,
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degree to which voters retain public spending and entertainment facts. This analysis primarily
focuses on the comparison with Message 3, since it also provides factual information about government spending. Refer to the Online Appendix for analysis of Messages 4 and 5. The design
purposely minimizes Hawthorne effects by embedding (1) the baseline questions in a public opinion survey with an assortment of questions on social, political, economic, and cultural attitudes,
and (2) the audit information treatment within a series of factual SMS messages.

6.1.3

Endline Survey

Endline data collection took place via a phone interview. Due to funding constraints, only a
subset of the original sample was interviewed. Table B.3 in the Appendix checks for balance
observable on characteristics between those participating in the endline and those who did not
participate in the endline. The differences are generally small, though the endline sample has
slightly more males (57% in endline vs. 54% in non-endline group) with p < 0.05 and is slightly
more urban (40% in endline vs. 36% in non-endline group) with p < 0.01. The endline question,
embedded in the survey, asked:
• Suppose that your constituency had been allocated 50,000,000 Ksh for the CDF. On
average, how much do you think actually would have reached the assessed CDF projects
in your constituency, in one year?
The question purposely imitates the baseline and intervention question formats to capture
the degree to which voters update about this specific fact.

6.2

Constituencies in Kenya

The promulgation of the new Constitution in Kenya increased the number of constituencies
in Kenya from 210 to 290 for the 2013 national elections. It also created new elected offices
of Senator, Governor, Ward Representative, and Women Representative, in addition to the
already established offices of President and Member of Parliament (i.e. MP or Member of
National Assembly).
because these incumbents were the only established local politicians prior to 2013 with a development record in
Constituency Development Fund management, who could run for the same office again in 2013. Note also that
since the audits took place from the beginning to the middle of an incumbent’s term, the audits were less likely
to capture any political business cycle behavior, whereby the incumbent tries to visibly perform just prior to the
election.
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The creation of new constituencies and offices makes this an interesting study of the different
facets of electoral accountability. In the base case, if a 2007 incumbent MP ran for the office
of MP again in that constituency, voters there could choose to re-elect or not re-elect this individual on the basis of past performance. However, some voters lived in an newly created 2013
constituency where there had been no incumbent, with their incumbent running in another constituency. In this case, voters could only update their beliefs and satisfaction with their former
incumbent, since they could not re-elect their incumbent even if they wanted to. Additionally,
some voters had an incumbent who chose to run for a higher office of Senator or Governor, and
could choose to elect this incumbent to that office. In this case, electoral accountability extends
beyond the original office to other elected positions which covered a larger geography.
The main outcomes of interest for this study are (1) if voters update about incumbent performance, (2) voter perceptions of incumbent and general politician quality, and (3) whether or
not voters report re-electing their incumbent. Outcome (1) assesses the information hypothesis
and (2) assesses the voter pessimism hypothesis. Due to the nature of the 2013 elections, where
voters primarily used the office of MP to benchmark expectations for other local elected offices,
(2) potentially extends in application to perceptions of governors, senators, women representatives, which cover a similar geographic scope. The measure of (3) is a particularly interesting
study of electoral accountability, in examining if voter satisfaction with the incumbent for a
lower office also translates into a voting intention for higher offices. Note that this is a selfreported measure, since the sample is split across all constituencies and there are not enough
voters per constituency to affect re-election rates.
The 2007 elections is used as the basis for reference, to resemble the point of view of voters
during the 2013 elections. The analysis uses two OLS specifications to estimate treatment
effects. The main average treatment effect is estimated using the standard OLS specification:

Yi = β0 + β1 Ti + εij

(1)

Where Yi is the outcome variable, Ti is the treatment indicator, and εij is the error term
clustered at the constituency level. To look at how treatment effects may vary with individual
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and constituency level covariates, the following OLS specification is also used:

Yi = β0 + β1 Ti + β2 (Ti ∗ Xi ) + β3 (Ti ∗ Zj ) + β4 Xi + β5 Zj + εij

(2)

Where Yi is the outcome variable, Ti is the treatment indicator, Xi is the set individual characteristics, Zj is the set of constituency characteristics, and εij is the error term clustered at
the constituency level. The pre-analysis specification for equation 1 also includes constituency
fixed effects. The results presented here do not differ with inclusion of constituency fixed effects; equation 1 is presented instead so that the coefficients presented for equation 1 are more
easily interpreted with reference to equation 2. Please refer to the Online Appendix for the
pre-analysis plan and the full set of pre-specified results.

7

Summary Statistics

Table 1 shows the summary statistics for the study sample. The sample has slightly more male
respondents, at 57%. The sample is predominantly rural at about 60%, similar to the census;
Kenya Bureau of Statistics (2009) estimated that around 68% of population lives in rural areas.
Less than a third of the sample earns wage income and less than a third has completed secondary
education, suggesting high levels of poverty and low levels of education in the population. Yet,
the sample appears to be politically engaged, with approximately 90% of the sample voting in
2013. Note that the average estimate of percent funds reached by citizens of 36% in the study
sample is lower than the lowest audit estimate of funds reached at 44%.
On average, for the 1321 individuals living in audited constituencies, the National Taxpayers
Association audited $578,000 USD awarded to the constituencies. For 20% of the sample, the
audits found that the incumbent MPs had zero missing funds. On average, the audit estimated
that 93% of funds reached the intended projects, while voters estimated 36% of funds reaching
the intended projects. Around 95% of voters overestimated the proportion of Constituency
Development Funds that would go missing, with around 16% of voters not willing to venture
a guess as to how much money would go missing. Around 30% of the sample was interviewed
in English, the rest were interviewed in Kiswahili. Around 93% of individuals consented to the
endline interview.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics
Variable
Male
Lives in urban area
Earns wage income
Voted in 2013
Audit estimate of funds allocated (thousands USD)
MP had zero missing funds
Audit estimate of funds reached (%)
Voter prior estimate of funds reached (%)
Voter overestimated missing funds
Voter did not state prior
Interviewed in English
Voter consented to endline survey

Mean
0.568
0.404
0.298
0.895
578.001
0.209
93.336
36.125
0.943
0.157
0.31
0.931

Std. Dev.
0.495
0.491
0.457
0.306
283.541
0.406
13.681
28.684
0.231
0.364
0.462
0.254

Min.
0
0
0
0
46.77
0
43.832
0
0
0
0
0

Max.
1
1
1
1
1439.379
1
100
100
1
1
1
1

N
2080
2080
2080
2080
1321
2080
1321
1753
1113
2080
2080
2080

Notes: Male is a binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent is male. Lives in urban area is a
binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent lives in an urban area. Earns wage income is a binary
indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent has a wage income. Voted in 2013 is a binary indicator taking
a value of 1 if the respondent reports voting in the 2013 elections. The audit estimate of funds allocated
is in thousands USD, MP had zero missing funds (e.g. Prudent Manager ) is a binary indicator, and audit
estimate of funds reached is in thousands USD; all three variables are taken from the NTA’s phase 2, 3, 4, and
5 reports and follow-up 1 and 2 reports. Voter prior estimate is taken from Ipsos Synovate’s February 2013
survey, which is referred to here as the baseline survey. Voter overestimated is a binary indicator if the voter
stated a higher percentage of missing funds in the baseline survey than the audit estimate. Voter did not
state prior is a binary indicator for if the voter did not venture a guess for the baseline question. Interviewed
in English and consented to endline survey are binary indicators taking a value of 1 if the respondent was
interviewed in English and consented to the endline survey in March 2013 respectively.

The randomization check uses a two-sided t-test to check for balance between the treatment
and control groups. Table B.4 in the Appendix shows that covariates are mostly balanced
between treatment and control groups in the sample. The differences between treatment and
control groups for baseline covariates such as gender, living in an urban area, earning a wage
income, and completing secondary education are not significant. Both groups had turnout
of around 90% for the 2013 election. Audit estimates of funds allocated to the constituency
and proportion of voters with “Prudent Managers” (i.e. MPs with zero missing funds), is the
comparable for treatment and control. Moreover the differences between treatment and control
for percent funds missing for the CDF, citizen beliefs about percent funds reached for the
CDF are statistically indistinguishable from zero. Voters are similarly pessimistic in both the
treatment and control groups, and similarly likely to participate in the endline. However, those
in the control group were slightly more willing to venture a guess at how much funds would go
missing (p < 0.10) in stating a prior, and less likely to be interviewed in English (p < 0.05).
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8

Results

8.1

Constituency Level

This section first overviews the degree to which citizen-voters update their beliefs in estimating
the percent of missing funds after the SMS information treatment and election. Then, it examines the impact that the intervention had on perceptions of the incumbent and the political
class. Note for that the remaining of the discussion, percent funds missing (unaccounted for)
is the complement of percent funds reached (accounted for). For example, an audit estimate of
10% funds missing (unaccounted for) is the same as stating that 90% of funds not-missing or
funds reached (accounted for). The analysis focuses particularly on the subgroups of citizens
that had a (i) prudent manager (i.e. an incumbent MP with 0% funds missing in the audit), (ii)
had above median education, and (iii) earned a wage income, covariates that the randomization
was stratified on. The Online Appendix contains analysis of other subgroups specified by the
pre-analysis plan.
The SMS intervention provided incumbent CDF management information that varied by
constituency, and only treated constituents that had a prudent manager received information
that their incumbent was clean (i.e. 0% funds missing); other treated constituents were just
informed that their incumbent performed better than expected. For political knowledge, individuals with higher levels of education may be better able to understand and retain financial
audit information, since the intervention included the amounts awarded and funds reached during a given fiscal year. For political attitudes, those who earn a wage income are more likely
to be responsive to this information, since these individuals pay taxes, and are receiving information that their tax money is being well or poorly managed. Moreover, the SMS treatment
itself specifies the source of the information as coming from the National Taxpayers Association,
which could also increase the situational salience of their tax money within the message.
Figure 4 plots the average citizen estimates of missing funds with the audit estimates of
missing funds for each constituency before and after the election. The 45 degree line indicates
where the points would lie if citizen estimates exactly corresponded to the audit estimates,
and the size of the circle is proportional to the number of respondents per constituency. Preelection, citizens appear to systematically overestimate how much funds would go missing in
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Figure 4: Citizen vs. Audit Estimates Pre-Election and Post-Election
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Notes: The figure plots the average citizen estimates of percent missing funds against the audit estimate of
percent missing funds for each constituency for the study sample before and after the 2013 national elections.
For the baseline, data collection took place as a part of Ipsos Synovates Social, Political, Economic, and Cultural
mid-February 2013 omnibus survey. For the endline, data collection was carried out after the election in midMarch by Ipsos Synovate. The circle size proportional to the number of respondents per constituency. The
dashed 45 degree line indicates where the points would lie if citizens estimates were the same as audit estimates.
Audit estimates were taken from the National Taxpayers Association of Kenya, and cover 119 constituencies in
Kenya for fiscal years from 2007/2008 to 2011/2012, for the time period relevant to the incumbents contending
in the 2013 national elections.

their incumbent politician’s spending. The average constituency estimate always lies above
the 45 degree line of perfect accuracy. This is consistent with the literature on corruption
perceptions, which finds that using perceptions to measure corruption can produce different
answers from more objective measures (Olken, 2009). Post-election, however, citizens’ estimates
of percent missing funds decrease. This positive updating is likely to be the result of intensive
politician campaigning just prior to the elections, since incumbents have every incentive to
communicate their achievements while in office during this time.
Figure 5 illustrates the distribution of citizen beliefs on percent funds missing before and
after the election, by treatment and control groups. Pre-election in February 2013, as the
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Figure 5: Overestimated Missing Funds Pre-Election and Post-Election
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Notes: The figures display the distribution of percent missing funds overestimated for the study sample, before and
after the election, by treatment and control. The measure of percent overestimated is calculated by subtracting
the percent audit estimate from the percent respondent estimate, so that positive values indicate an overestimate
while negative values indicate an underestimate. The dotted vertical line at zero demarcates where citizen
estimates are above or below the audit estimates. The information treatment was implemented during the first
week of March by Ipsos Synovate. Baseline pre-treatment data were collected in mid-February 2013 as a part
of Ipsos Synovates national Social, Political, Economic, and Cultural survey. Endline post-treatment data were
collected mid-March 2013 by Ipsos Synovate via phone surveys. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for equality of
distribution functions for treatment and control groups Post-Treatment has a p-value of 0.162. The KolmogorovSmirnov test for equality of distribution functions for treatment and control groups Pre-Treatment, as a balance
check, has a p-value of 0.981.

summary statistics suggested, most citizens believe that over 50% of politician managed public
funds would go missing. Post-election in March 2013, and similar to Figure 4, there is a clear
shift with fewer individuals overestimating the percentage of funds that would go missing.
However, most individuals do still overestimate the percentage of missing funds. Post-Election
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the equality of distribution functions indicates that we cannot
reject that the treatment and control distributions are the same.

8.1.1

Voter Factual Accuracy

Table 2 shows the average treatment effects for voters’ factual accuracy. For columns 1 and 2,
CDF Accuracy documents the absolute difference between the citizen estimate and the audit
estimate of percent funds reached, with a difference of zero indicating perfect accuracy. Generally, citizen estimates vary widely—the control group is off by around 50% on average. The
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Table 2: Voter Factual Accuracy

Treatment
Prudent Manager
Above Median Education
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Above Median Education
Constant
Observations
Mean of Control

(1)
CDF
Accuracy
2.399
(2.043)

(2)
(3)
CDF
FPE
Accuracy Accuracy
1.506
-5.870
(2.695)
(5.149)
3.306
(3.309)
-1.619
(3.318)
-0.101
(4.469)
3.215
(5.179)
52.187*** 51.524*** 19.780***
(1.516)
(2.118)
(4.770)
711
711
813
52.187
52.187
19.780

(4)
FPE
Accuracy
-8.220
(8.260)
-11.928*
(6.699)
-5.397
(6.705)
12.746*
(7.309)
-0.401
(7.995)
23.782***
(7.528)
813
19.780

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and
*** p < 0.01, using OLS specifications 1 and 2. These outcomes were measured in the
endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. CDF Accuracy measures
the absolute difference between the NTA audit estimate of percent funds reached and the
individual posterior of percent funds reached in the endline survey, such that smaller values
indicate more accuracy. FPE Accuracy measures the absolute difference between citizen
estimates of the FPE grant and the actual amount of the FPE grant (1,020 Ksh) in US$,
assuming a 1 USD to 100 KES exchange rate, in the endline survey. Treatment is an
indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent
Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing funds.
Above Median Education is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual has
above median education within the constituency.

information treatment does not improve voter accuracy, even for those with clean incumbents
and those with above median education. To compare with information recall for another government spending fact, columns 3 and 4 present voters’ factual knowledge of the Free Primary
Education (FPE) grant. The outcome FPE Accuracy is the absolute difference between the
grant amount and the citizen estimate of the FPE grant per pupil in USD23 , with a difference
of zero indicating perfect accuracy. On average, the treatment also has no impact on voter
accuracy for the FPE grant amount.

8.1.2

Voter Beliefs about Incumbent

Table 3 shows the average treatment effects for beliefs about the incumbent. For columns 1
and 2, Posterior Reached measures citizen estimates of percent funds reached. Receiving the
information intervention increases the citizen posteriors of percent funds reached, from 53%
23

The amount is 1,020 Ksh, or USD 10.20 if assuming an exchange rate of 1 USD to 100 KES.
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Table 3: Voter Beliefs about the Incumbent

Treatment
Prudent Manager
Above Median Education
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Above Median Education
Constant
Observations
Mean of Control

(1)
Posterior
Reached
3.126**
(1.583)

(2)
(3)
Posterior Difference in
Reached
Beliefs (+)
1.662
5.416**
(2.021)
(2.242)
3.520
(3.121)
-3.449
(2.619)
-1.109
(4.139)
6.063
(3.913)
52.566*** 52.784***
13.208***
(1.248)
(1.647)
(1.922)
1148
1148
978
52.566
52.566
13.208

(4)
Difference in
Beliefs (+)
2.595
(3.077)
-0.263
(4.958)
-4.054
(4.393)
-1.784
(5.161)
11.416**
(5.582)
14.388***
(2.535)
978
13.208

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and ***
p < 0.01, using OLS specifications 1 and 2. These outcomes were measured in the endline survey
carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. Posterior Reached is the individual posterior
estimate of percent funds reached in the endline survey. Difference in Beliefs is the difference
between an individual’s posterior and prior in estimating percent funds reached from the endline
and baseline surveys respectively, with larger values indicating positive updating about percent
funds reached (believing a larger proportion of funds reached projects). Note that this outcome,
indicated by (+), was not pre-specified. Treatment is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the
individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator that takes the value of
1 if incumbent has zero missing funds. Above Median Education is an indicator that takes
the value of 1 if the individual has above median education within the constituency.

in the control group to 56% in the treatment group. This is not an insubstantial amount, as
3.12% of Ksh. 50,000,000 is approximately Ksh. 1,560,000 (US$ 15,600). As figures 3, the
latter amount is enough to build 3 medical dispensaries and renovate at least 9 classrooms.
For columns 3 and 4, Difference in Beliefs subtracts the citizen prior from his or her posterior
for percent funds reached, such that a difference greater than zero indicates positive updating.
Note that this outcome was not pre-specified and is indicated with a (+). The effect size The
treatment increases the posterior difference by about 5% on average, with the control group
improving by 13% and the treatment group improving by 18%, although this appears to be
driven primarily by individuals with above median education.

8.1.3

Voter Support and Satisfaction for Incumbent

Table 4 illustrates citizen satisfaction with the incumbent. Voted for Incumbent is an indicator
for if citizen-voters report voting to re-elect their incumbent MP for any elected office. Only
32% of the control group does re-elect their incumbent, and you cannot reject the null that the
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Table 4: Voter Support and Satisfaction for Incumbent

Treatment

(1)
Voted for
Incumbent
0.025
(0.020)

Prudent Manager
Wage Income
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Wage Income
Constant
Observations
Mean of Control

0.318***
(0.016)
2080
0.318

(2)
Voted for
Incumbent
-0.001
(0.023)
-0.020
(0.037)
-0.075**
(0.030)
0.044
(0.059)
0.058
(0.039)
0.344***
(0.021)
2080
0.318

(3)
Manager
Score
-0.071
(0.123)

(4)
(5)
Manager Public Goods
Score
Score
0.183
0.088
(0.162)
(0.136)
0.354*
(0.192)
0.444**
(0.186)
-0.219
(0.260)
-0.694***
(0.232)
5.550*** 5.346***
5.435***
(0.092)
(0.118)
(0.099)
1737
1737
1747
5.550
5.550
5.435

(6)
Public Goods
Score
0.205
(0.181)
0.382*
(0.209)
0.261
(0.218)
-0.196
(0.313)
-0.266
(0.283)
5.280***
(0.137)
1747
5.435

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01, using OLS
specifications 1 and 2. These outcomes were measured in the endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March
2013. Voted for Incumbent is a binary indicator which takes a value of 1 if the respondent reports re-electing the
incumbent for any elected office during the 2013 national elections, in response to the question: Did you re-elect your
former MP to an elected office, during the 2013 national election? Manager Score is a score of s/10, where 0 is the
lowest and 10 is the highest, in response to the question Out of 10 marks, with 0 being the worst, and 10 being the best,
how would you score your former MPs performance in managing public funds? Public Goods Score is a score of
x/10, where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest, in response to the question Out of 10 marks, with 0 being the worst,
and 10 being the best, how would you score your former MPs determination to provide public goods/services such as
health, water, and education? Treatment is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was assigned to
treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage
Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns wage income.

treatment effect is zero. Manager Score measures how satisfied citizens are with their incumbent
MP’s performance in public fund management, with zero being the lowest and 10 being the
highest. On average, citizens in the control would only give their incumbent MP a score of
6 marks out to 10, suggesting relatively low satisfaction levels for public fund management.
Those with clean incumbents tend to give scores that are slightly higher, while those with wage
income are particularly responsive to the treatment, with lower manager scores. Public Goods
Score measures how satisfied citizens are with their incumbent MP’s determination to provide
public goods, on a scale from 0 to 10. On average, incumbent MPs score around 5 out of 10,
suggesting that voters are not impressed with incumbent provision of public goods. Prudent
managers tend to get slightly higher scores, but the information treatment has no detectable
effect on this measure.
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Table 5: Voter Beliefs about the Political Class
(1)
How Many
Steal
-0.316**
(0.147)

Treatment
Prudent Manager
Wage Income
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Wage Income
Constant
Observations
Mean of Control

5.066***
(0.108)
1006
5.066

(2)
How Many
Steal
-0.473**
(0.190)
0.179
(0.347)
0.028
(0.260)
-0.283
(0.423)
0.670*
(0.377)
5.022***
(0.124)
1006
5.066

(3)
How Many
Competent
0.130
(0.138)

4.581***
(0.096)
1242
4.581

(4)
How Many
Competent
0.159
(0.169)
-0.237
(0.239)
0.171
(0.217)
0.639*
(0.355)
-0.542*
(0.298)
4.580***
(0.129)
1242
4.581

(5)
How Many
Honest
0.264
(0.164)

3.634***
(0.110)
1230
3.634

(6)
How Many
Honest
0.101
(0.204)
-0.404*
(0.228)
0.206
(0.244)
1.261***
(0.396)
-0.330
(0.351)
3.658***
(0.141)
1230
3.634

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01, using OLS
specifications 1 and 2. These outcomes were measured in the endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March
2013. How Many Steal is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes would steal in answering
the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political
candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would steal public funds? How Many Competent is
the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are competent in answering the question: Apart from
the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected
office...how many do you think are competent for handling the responsibilities of elected office? How Many Honest
is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are honest in answering the question: Apart from the
presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected
office....how many do you think are honest? Treatment is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was
assigned to treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing
funds. Wage Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns wage income.

8.1.4

Voter Beliefs about the Political Class

Table 5 illustrates citizen perceptions of the local political class. How Many Steal, How Many
Competent, and How Many Honest measure the number of local politicians, out of 10, that citizens believe would engage in each of these activities. Citizens are generally pessimistic, believe
that 5/10 local politicians would steal, 5/10 local politicians are competent, and 4/10 politicians
are honest. On average, the information intervention slightly reduces voter pessimism about
politician theft of funds. The control group believes that 5 would steal, and the treatment only
reduces this number by a fraction. Treated individuals with wage income are slightly more
pessimistic, on average. Treated individuals with a prudent manager think that local politicians are slightly more competent, while treated individuals with wage income think that local
politicians are slightly less competent on average. However, treated individuals who received
information that their incumbent was clean do improve their perceptions of the political class,
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Table 6: Incumbent Satisfaction - Project Quality (+)

Treatment
Well-Managed
Badly-Managed

(1)
Voted for
Incumbent
0.060
(0.048)
-0.009*
(0.005)
0.032***
(0.009)

Prudent Manager
Wage Income
Treatment x Well-Managed
Treatment x Badly-Managed
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Wage Income
Constant
Observations
Mean of Control

0.259***
(0.038)
393
0.318

(2)
(3)
Voted for
Manager
Incumbent
Score
-0.012
-0.052
(0.080)
(0.305)
-0.003
0.050*
(0.008)
(0.025)
0.015
-0.114**
(0.014)
(0.054)
0.042
(0.084)
-0.158***
(0.057)
-0.013
(0.013)
0.029
(0.022)
0.059
(0.135)
0.158
(0.100)
0.309***
5.495***
(0.047)
(0.249)
393
333
0.318
5.550

(4)
(5)
Manager Public Goods
Score
Score
0.703
0.005
(0.478)
(0.285)
0.046
0.054
(0.052)
(0.036)
-0.077
-0.024
(0.115)
(0.084)
0.781
(0.475)
0.322
(0.398)
-0.030
(0.078)
-0.104
(0.166)
-0.099
(0.692)
-0.924
(0.661)
5.103***
5.039***
(0.311)
(0.277)
333
338
5.550
5.435

(6)
Public Goods
Score
0.319
(0.504)
0.049
(0.051)
-0.033
(0.104)
1.003**
(0.414)
0.055
(0.466)
-0.031
(0.080)
-0.017
(0.136)
-0.024
(0.730)
-0.182
(0.686)
4.781***
(0.322)
338
5.435

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01, using OLS
specifications 1 and 2. These outcomes were measured in the endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March
2013. Voted for Incumbent is a binary indicator which takes a value of 1 if the respondent reports re-electing the
incumbent for any elected office during the 2013 national elections, in response to the question: Did you re-elect your
former MP to an elected office, during the 2013 national election? Manager Score is a score of s/10, where 0 is the
lowest and 10 is the highest, in response to the question Out of 10 marks, with 0 being the worst, and 10 being the
best, how would you score your former MPs performance in managing public funds? Public Goods Score is a score
of x/10, where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest, in response to the question Out of 10 marks, with 0 being the
worst, and 10 being the best, how would you score your former MPs determination to provide public goods/services
such as health, water, and education? Well-Managed is the count of category A projects that incumbents which
were classified as badly implemented, complete and incomplete projects. Badly-Managed is the count of category
B projects that incumbents which were classified as well implemented and completed projects. Treatment is an
indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator
that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage Income is an indicator that takes the value of
1 if the individual earns wage income.
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believing that one additional politician is clean.

8.2

Robustness

The main results for voter beliefs about the incumbent and the political class are similar with
constituency fixed effects in Appendix Tables C.5 and C.6, when only using within constituency
variation. They are also similar when including the pre-specified controls, as seen in Appendix
Tables C.7 and C.8. The results are also similar with strata fixed effects in Appendix Tables
C.9 and C.10, when only using within strata variation. For Tables C.11 and C.12, which subset
only to audited constituencies, the coefficient signs are consistent with the main results, but lose
their significance for Posterior Beliefs, Difference in Beliefs, and How Many Steal due to the
smaller sample size. The main result for voter pessimism, that voters with a Prudent Managers
update about the quality of the political class, still holds with p < 0.01. Thus, evidence for
information impacting voters beliefs about the political class is robust, with some suggestive
evidence that information impacts voter beliefs about the incumbent.

8.3

Location Level

The audit data also provide location and ward level data24 , and it is possible to examine
if treatment varies with the local visibility of projects, since individuals might be the most
responsive to projects that they can observe in their everyday lives. The analysis in this section
is exploratory, with tables marked by (+) since these specifications were not pre-specified in
the pre-analysis plan. The specifications that were pre-specified only use a binary indicator
for local project quality, and have similar null findings for the average treatment effect. These
specifications are presented here instead to provide a suggestive illustration for how local project
quality can shape voter support and satisfaction with the incumbent.
This section focuses primarily on two classifications of projects, based upon independent
engineering assessments, Category A and Category B. The other categories are not included
because the observations were too few.25 Table 6 includes overall project quality (count of wellmanaged A projects and badly-managed B projects) at the location level and Table 7 includes
24

A constituency is made up of several administrative location and ward units.
There are 1,092 projects for Category A and 583 for Category B, while Category E (ghost projects) has 72
projects and Category G (delayed implementation) has 89 projects). See Appendix for summary statistics.
25
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Table 7: Incumbent Satisfaction - Average Technical Score (+)

Treatment
Avg. Technical

(1)
Voted for
Incumbent
0.044
(0.034)
0.001
(0.001)

Prudent Manager
Wage Income
Avg. Technical
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Wage Income
Constant
Observations
Mean of Control

0.250***
(0.093)
739
0.318

(2)
Voted for
Incumbent
0.240
(0.177)
0.002
(0.002)
0.014
(0.054)
-0.071
(0.048)
-0.003
(0.003)
-0.016
(0.073)
0.046
(0.070)
0.164
(0.132)
739
0.318

(3)
Manager
Score
-0.007
(0.194)
0.012**
(0.006)

(4)
(5)
Manager Public Goods
Score
Score
0.485
0.218
(0.773)
(0.199)
0.014*
0.010*
(0.008)
(0.006)
0.348
(0.238)
0.115
(0.283)
-0.005
(0.011)
-0.361
(0.369)
-0.146
(0.445)
4.801*** 4.508***
4.695***
(0.392)
(0.540)
(0.375)
612
612
617
5.550
5.550
5.435

(6)
Public Goods
Score
1.462
(0.963)
0.019**
(0.009)
0.478
(0.302)
-0.192
(0.271)
-0.019
(0.014)
-0.315
(0.387)
0.424
(0.362)
4.006***
(0.596)
617
5.435

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01, using OLS
specifications 1 and 2. These outcomes were measured in the endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March
2013. Voted for Incumbent is a binary indicator which takes a value of 1 if the respondent reports re-electing the
incumbent for any elected office during the 2013 national elections, in response to the question: Did you re-elect your
former MP to an elected office, during the 2013 national election? Manager Score is a score of s/10, where 0 is the
lowest and 10 is the highest, in response to the question Out of 10 marks, with 0 being the worst, and 10 being the best,
how would you score your former MPs performance in managing public funds? Public Goods Score is a score of
x/10, where 0 is the lowest and 10 is the highest, in response to the question Out of 10 marks, with 0 being the worst,
and 10 being the best, how would you score your former MPs determination to provide public goods/services such as
health, water, and education? Avg. Technical is the average technical score of the incumbent for all projects in the
audited fiscal year. Treatment is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment.
Prudent Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage Income is
an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns wage income.
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the mean technical score at the location level. Note that the sample size substantially drops,
because (i) not all individuals lived in a location where a project was audited and (ii) not all
individuals were able to be matched with locations.
The average treatment effect does not appear to vary with the count of well-managed or
or poorly-managed projects within a respondent’s location. Table 7 suggests that voter support and satisfaction with the incumbent is somewhat related to performance in public funds
management, with mixed implications for the electoral accountability of local politicians. The
coefficient on well-managed projects is negative and borderline significant (p < 0.10) for predicting incumbent support through re-election. The coefficient on badly-managed projects indicates
that voters are significantly more likely to re-elect the incumbent (p < 0.01), although the effect
size is relatively small. The inclusion of wage income makes this coefficient indistinguishable
from zero. Badly-managed projects tend to be associated with slightly lower manager scores.
Clean incumbents score better in their determination to provide public goods, similar to Table
4. Table 7 shows that while the average technical score appears to be unrelated to incumbent
support, it is associated with higher scores for public funds management and determination to
provide public goods. Thus, voters do appear to have some information about the quality of
local public goods provision, but it does not appear to feature in their evaluations of incumbent
performance overall. Although the manager and public goods scores appear to be associated
with technical scores and local project quality, voters appear more likely to support incumbents
with badly-managed local projects.

Discussion
Accountability through elections has been a commonly posited way to ensure good governance
(Besley, 2006). Yet, accountability relies on the ability of citizens to distinguish and to reward
well-performing politicians while replacing poorly-performing ones. This study suggests that
citizens may lack the information necessary to discern well-performing politicians, with more
than 90% of citizens overestimating how much funds would go missing. Politicians’ campaigns
just before the elections appear to substantially shift respondent priors, but most of the sample
still overestimates how much funds would go missing. Receiving factual SMS information about
incumbent corruption has no impact on voter accuracy and only slightly reduces pessimism
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about incumbent corruption. However, the treatment does update voter beliefs about the
quality of the political class.
Respondents were slightly less likely to believe that local politicians would steal funds; and
in constituencies where there were no missing funds, the information treatment improved perceptions of honesty in the local political class. This suggests that citizens are willing to update
their priors on how much of the funds reached local development projects, but that this updating does not impact their assessment of incumbent politician performance—the evaluation of
incumbent performance appears to rely on other dimensions for voters. Rather than improving
perceptions of an incumbent’s own track record, however, the treatment does improve trust in
the local political class.
As discussed in the theoretical framework, citizens may have a strong prior λ about incumbent politician quality. This could be because voters have observed MP performance for
a five year term (or more, if the incumbent was re-elected previously). In particular, local
project quality appears to be associated with voter satisfaction and support of the incumbent.
This is generally congruent to theories in American politics, which suggest that individuals use
information from their everyday lives to draw inferences about incumbent performance. This
information, accumulated over years, is likely to strongly shape voter evaluations of the incumbent.26 Citizens appear to use new factual information to benchmark expectations of honesty
in other politicians, suggesting that the electorate tends to lack information about the political
class more generally.
Table 8 uses the sample data about perceptions of politician quality to back out an estimate
of λ. Here, the observed π and Π from control and treatment groups is the proportion of honest
politicians in the local political class. The estimated index of politician discipline λ is calculated
as:

π
1
1
−π =
λ̃ =
(1 − π) Π
0.64




0.36
− 0.36 = 0.88
0.39

Recall that λ is the probability that a corrupt politician will pool with honest politicians.
The degree to which voters update, when taking into account the average prior and posterior of
voters, suggests that the electorate believes that electoral discipline of politicians is relatively
26

Related work also suggests the voter priors matter. In an information intervention in Uganda, which gave
citizens information on Parliamentary performance, past incumbent support is a strong predictor of the degree
to which individuals update their beliefs (Humphreys and Weinstein, 2012).
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Model
π
λ̃
Π

Sample Average
0.36
0.88
0.39

Sample Analog
Pr(honest local politician) for control
Sample Estimate
Pr(honest local politician) for treated

Table 8: For π, the question asks: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your
opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you
think are honest? The sample average is calculated by taking the sample mean of this question
and dividing it by 10. Under the assumption that citizens are referring to the same set of 10
politicians for the question, the number of politicians who steal is captured by question: Apart
from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political
candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would steal public funds?.

high with λ̃ = 0.88. This also suggests that the gains to holding office for politicians are not
negligible (i.e. the condition for a corrupt incumbents to pool with clean ones is r1 ≤ β(µ + E));
in other words, the prospect of future payoffs is high enough such that incumbents will forgo
rent-seeking in order to stay in office.

Conclusion
For electoral accountability to directly constrain politician corruption, it requires that voters
decide whether or not to re-elect the candidate on the basis of corruption. Voter apathy allows
for politician corruption to thrive. Rather than campaigning on a clean record of performance,
politicians can instead garner voter support using targeted ethnic appeals or clientelistic strategies (Kramon, 2011; Carlson, 2011; Wantchekon, 2003).
If voters believe that corrupt politicians are likely to pool with clean ones or that the
candidate replacing the incumbent also has a high likelihood of being dishonest or stealing, anticorruption information will have no impact on voter decision-making. In a context where all local
politicians are assumed to be corrupt, citizens may be discouraged at the possibility of change
through elections. Anti-corruption information campaigns could even increase voter pessimism
about politician corruption, and disengage the electorate from the political process, similar to
negative campaigning in American politics (Ansolabehere et al., 1994). This corresponds to
findings in Brazil, where an information intervention which highlighted incidents of corruption
in both of the run-off candidates reduced the salience of corruption in vote choice (de Figueiredo
et al., 2011). This is also consistent with an anti-corruption intervention in Mexico, which found
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that the information intervention on local single-term mayors alienated and disengaged voters
from the political process (Chong et al., 2015). As Larry Diamond (2009) states:
Few features of political life are more corrosive of public trust in government and
support for democracy than corruption...If nothing else, citizens expect that democratically elected officials will be held to the same standards as the people are, and
that violators will be punished. When politicians become a class unto themselves,
feeding shamelessly and lawlessly at the public trough, they generate an open invitation for citizens to reject democracy.
Information about politician corruption can improve electoral accountability, but the circumstances under which it can do so needs to be better stipulated. These findings provide an
initial framework for understanding how institutional context shapes the efficacy of information
campaigns aimed at improving electoral accountability. Ferraz and Finan (2008) and Banerjee
et al. (2011) find that information on politician spending and corruption is critical for improving electoral accountability. This study complements the existing literature, in highlighting how
the prevalence of citizen pessimism may require an emphasis on good incumbent performance
rather than poor performance, to get voters to engage in holding leaders accountable and to
raise the bar of politician performance overall.
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A

Information and Accountability

One extension of the model Besley (2006) considers the nuances of third-party information
provision. Suppose with probability χ, voters observe ∆ after the politician has chosen e. It is
assumed that this probability is the same whether or not a politician is honest. Suppose also
that with probability τ , voters know about incumbent type i from a third party information
provider that does not come from the policy chosen, some time after the incumbent has made
his or her policy choice, but prior to the election. Voters observe that a politician is dishonest
with probability τ + (1 − τ )χ, and re-elect with probability 1 − [τ + (1 − τ )χ]. Similar to before,
honest politicians always engage in honest behavior, and dishonest politicians will always engage
in dishonest behavior in period 2. However, the optimal period 1 action for dishonest politicians
with r1 revealed is for dishonest politicians pool with probability λ = G((1 − τ )χ[β(µ + E)]).
One implication of this, is that when the proportion of dishonest politicians is sufficiently
large, revealing information about type rather than policy choice can reduce welfare. This is
because ex-ante discounted voter welfare is:
V1 (λ|τ, χ) = [π + (1 − π)λ]∆
V2 (λ|τ, χ) = [π + π(1 − π)[1 − (1 − τ )[1 − χ(1 − λ)]]]∆
with:
W (λ|τ, χ) = V1 (λ|τ, χ) + βV2 (λ|τ, χ)
= {π + (1 − π)λ + β[π + π(1 − π)[1 − (1 − τ )[1 − χ(1 − λ)]]]}∆
An increase in λ improves voter welfare, with λ increasing in χ. An increase in χ also improves
δλ
voter welfare, since δχ
> 0. However, an increase in τ is ambiguous, since δλ
δτ < 0, with the
welfare expression negative for small enough π:
δW
= (1 − π)[1 − βπ(1 − χ)] > 0
δλ


δW
δλ
= (1 − π)
[1 − βπχ(1 − τ )] + βπ(1 − τ )(1 − λ) ∆ > 0
δχ
δχ


δW
δλ
= (1 − π)
[1 − βπχ(1 − τ )] + βπ[1 − χ(1 − λ)] ∆
δτ
δτ
The key insight here is that voter welfare is improved through dishonest politicians pooling
with the honest ones. With more information about type, voters are better able to throw
incumbents out of office, but the benefit from doing so vanishes with a low quality pool of
politicians. With more and more dishonest politicians, the selection benefit is at some point
outweighed by the decrease in discipline from knowing more about types. In such a scenario,
information which aims to improve the likelihood of pooling by dishonest politicians, rather
than increasing χ which reveals the incumbent’s provision of necessary goods ∆ is better than
increasing τ .
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B

Additional Figures and Tables
Figure B.1: Afrobarometer Round 5 Data

Notes: The figure uses data from Afrobarometer Round 5, which surveyed individuals across sub-Saharan Africa
from 2011 to 2013. It plots the proportion of respondents in each response category for to the question: “How
many of the following people do you think are involved in corruption, or haven’t you heard enough about them
to say: Members of Parliament?” for each country where this question was asked.
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Table B.1: Summary Statistics for Project Level Data

Funds Awarded
Funds Spent
Unaccounted Funds
Technical Score
Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D
Category E
Category F
Category G

Mean
1,008,575.78
943,585.78
68,560.50
61.61
0.39
0.15
0.36
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01

Std. Dev.
2,102,404.17
2,213,871.61
373,498.74
23.35
0.49
0.36
0.48
0.15
0.11
0.10
0.12

Min.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Max.
107,050,000.00
94,956,860.00
12,093,143.00
100.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

N
7,770
7,770
7,770
7,770
7,770
7,770
7,770
7,770
7,770
7,770
7,770

Summary statistics for project level data from the National Taxpayers Association Citizen’s Constituency Development Fund (CDF) Report Card. This includes audits for
phase reports 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and for follow-up reports 1 and 2 for available CDF
project level data for 105 reports. Funds Awarded details the amount in Kenyan
Shillings (Ksh.) awarded for a project according to administrative records. Funds
Spent details the amount in Ksh. spent for a project according to local project records.
Unaccounted Funds details the amount of funds in Ksh. missing in a project. Technical Score is the technical score assigned by an independent engineer or quantity
surveyor in the desk-based technical assessment. Technical Score is the technical
score assigned by an independent engineer or quantity surveyor in the desk-based technical assessment. Category A is a binary indicator for if the project was classified
as well implemented for complete projects. Category B is a binary indicator for if
the project was classified as badly implemented for complete and incomplete projects.
Category C is a binary indicator for if the project was classified as well implemented
for incomplete projects. Category D is a binary indicator for if the project was classified as an abandoned project. Category E is a binary indicator for if the project
was classified as a ghost project. Category F is a binary indicator for if the project
was classified as a project that was not implemented, because funds were reallocated to
other projects with authority from the CDF Board in accordance with the CDF Act.
Category G is a binary indicator for if the project was officially allocated funds but
the implementation has not started with funds still in the project account.
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Table B.2: Summary Statistics for Location Level Data

Funds Awarded
Funds Spent
Unaccounted Funds
Mean Technical Score
Category A
Category B
Category C
Category D
Category E
Category F
Category G

Mean
5,098,896.37
3,566,102.88
60,803.61
52.59
1.99
0.77
1.84
0.12
0.06
0.05
0.07

Std. Dev.
7,840,668.88
6,155,089.66
432,738.37
29.38
2.76
1.54
2.56
0.47
0.35
0.31
0.32

Min.
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Max.
119,343,041.00
94,956,861.00
12,093,144.00
100.00
31.00
27.00
27.00
5.00
8.00
6.00
3.00

N
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,524
1,524

Summary statistics for project data collapsed to the location/ward level from the National
Taxpayers Association Citizen’s Constituency Development Fund Report Card. This
includes audits for phase reports 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and for follow-up reports 1 and 2 for
available CDF project level data for 105 reports. Funds Awarded details the amount
in Kenyan Shillings (Ksh.) awarded for a project according to administrative records.
Funds Spent details the amount in Ksh. spent for a project according to local project
records. Unaccounted Funds details the amount of funds in Ksh. missing in a project.
Technical Score is the technical score assigned by an independent engineer or quantity
surveyor in the desk-based technical assessment. Mean Technical Score is the average
technical score assigned by an independent engineer or quantity surveyor in the desk-based
technical assessment for that location. Category A is the count of projects classified as
well implemented for complete projects for a location/ward. Category B is the count
of projects classified as badly implemented for complete and incomplete projects for a
location/ward. Category C is the count of projects classified as well implemented for
incomplete projects for a location/ward. Category D is the count of projects classified as
an abandoned project for a location/ward. Category E is the count of projects classified
as a ghost project for a location/ward. Category F is the count of projects classified
as a project that was not implemented, because funds were reallocated to other projects
with authority from the CDF Board in accordance with the CDF Act for a location/ward.
Category G is the count of projects officially allocated funds but where implementation
has not started with funds still in the project accounts for a location/ward.
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Table B.3: Balance Table for Non-Endline Sample vs. Endline Groups

Treatment
Male
Lives in urban area
Earns wage income
Completed secondary education
Audit estimate of funds allocated (thousands USD)
MP had zero missing funds
Audit estimate of funds reached (%)
Voter prior estimate of funds reached (%)
Voter overestimated missing funds
Voter prior above constituency median
Voter did not state prior
Observations

Non-Endline
0.521
0.537
0.362
0.288
0.297
575.359
0.198
93.439
36.453
0.939
0.516
0.159
4426

Endline
0.497
0.568
0.404
0.298
0.312
578.001
0.209
93.336
36.125
0.943
0.521
0.157

Difference
0.02
-0.03**
-0.04***
-0.01
-0.02
-2.64
-0.01
0.10
0.33
-0.00
-0.00
0.00

p-val
0.114
0.037**
0.004***
0.471
0.253
0.806
0.389
0.840
0.730
0.633
0.766
0.841

This balance table displays the non-endline and endline means, difference between the means, and pvalue from a two-sided t-test of the null hypothesis that the difference is equal to zero with * p < 0.10,
** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01. Treatment is a binary indicator for if the individual was assigned to
treatment. Male is a binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent is male. Lives in urban area
is a binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent lives in an urban area. Earns wage income
is a binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent has a wage income. The audit estimate of
funds allocated is in thousands USD. MP had zero missing funds is a binary indicator. Audit estimate
of funds reached is in thousands USD. Voter prior estimate is taken from Ipsos Synovate’s February
2013 survey, which is referred to here as the baseline survey. Voter overestimated is a binary indicator
if the voter stated a higher percentage of missing funds in the baseline survey than the audit estimate.
Voter did not state prior is a binary indicator for if the voter did not venture a guess for the baseline
question.
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Table B.4: Balance Table for Treatment and Control Groups

Male
Lives in urban area
Earns wage income
Completed secondary education
Above median education
Voted in 2013
Audit estimate of funds allocated (thousands USD)
MP had zero missing funds
Audit estimate of funds reached (%)
Voter prior estimate of funds reached (%)
Voter overestimated missing funds
Voter prior above constituency median
Voter did not state prior
Interviewed in English
Voter consented to endline survey
Observations

Control
0.565
0.396
0.290
0.301
0.247
0.897
580.297
0.208
93.536
36.174
0.943
0.536
0.171
0.286
0.927
2080

Treatment
0.572
0.413
0.306
0.324
0.252
0.894
575.729
0.209
93.139
36.077
0.944
0.505
0.143
0.334
0.934

Difference
-0.01
-0.02
-0.02
-0.02
-0.01
0.00
4.57
-0.00
0.40
0.10
-0.00
0.03
0.03*
-0.05**
-0.01

p-val
0.763
0.425
0.427
0.261
0.761
0.816
0.770
0.978
0.598
0.943
0.945
0.151
0.080*
0.018**
0.536

This balance table displays the control and treatment means, difference between the means, and
p-value from a two-sided t-test of the null hypothesis that the difference is equal to zero with *
p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01. Male is a binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the
respondent is male. Lives in urban area is a binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent
lives in an urban area. Earns wage income is a binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent
has a wage income. Voted in 2013 is a binary indicator taking a value of 1 if the respondent reports
voting in the 2013 elections. The audit estimate of funds allocated is in thousands USD, MP had
zero missing funds (e.g. Prudent Manager ) is a binary indicator, and audit estimate of funds reached
is in thousands USD; all three variables are taken from the NTA’s phase 2, 3, 4, and 5 reports and
follow-up 1 and 2 reports. Voter prior estimate is taken from Ipsos Synovate’s February 2013 survey,
which is referred to here as the baseline survey. Voter overestimated is a binary indicator if the voter
stated a higher percentage of missing funds in the baseline survey than the audit estimate. Voter did
not state prior is a binary indicator for if the voter did not venture a guess for the baseline question.
Interviewed in English and consented to endline survey are binary indicators taking a value of 1
if the respondent was interviewed in English and consented to the endline survey in March 2013
respectively.
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C
C.1

Robustness
Constituency Fixed Effects
Table C.5: Voter Beliefs about Incumbent - Constituency Fixed Effects

Treatment

(1)
Posterior
Reached
3.928**
(1.768)

Prudent Manager
Above Median Education
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Above Median Education
Constituency Fixed Effects
Observations
Mean of Control

Yes
1148
52.566

(2)
Posterior
Reached
3.438
(2.319)
5.554**
(2.554)
-2.070
(3.207)
-2.416
(4.691)
3.443
(4.630)
Yes
1148
52.566

(3)
Difference in
Beliefs (+)
5.710**
(2.627)

Yes
978
13.208

(4)
Difference in
Beliefs (+)
3.062
(3.565)
-52.633***
(4.963)
-3.198
(5.005)
-1.177
(6.081)
9.973
(6.493)
Yes
978
13.208

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and ***
p < 0.01, using OLS specifications 1 and 2 with 2007 constituency fixed effects. These outcomes
were measured in the endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. How Many
Steal is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes would steal in answering
the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every
10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would steal public
funds? How Many Competent is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes
are competent in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in
your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you
think are competent for handling the responsibilities of elected office? How Many Honest is the
number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are honest in answering the question:
Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local
political candidates running for elected office....how many do you think are honest? Treatment
is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent
Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage
Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns wage income.
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Table C.6: Voter Beliefs about Political Class - Constituency Fixed Effects

Treatment

(1)
How Many
Steal
-0.382**
(0.180)

Prudent Manager
Wage Income
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Wage Income
Constituency Fixed Effects
Observations
Mean of Control

Yes
1006
5.066

(2)
How Many
Steal
-0.535**
(0.240)
3.033***
(0.409)
0.002
(0.324)
-0.267
(0.505)
0.632
(0.456)
Yes
1006
5.066

(3)
How Many
Competent
0.078
(0.158)

Yes
1242
4.581

(4)
(5)
How Many How Many
Competent
Honest
0.086
0.209
(0.193)
(0.194)
-2.420***
(0.381)
0.211
(0.267)
0.652
(0.405)
-0.470
(0.342)
Yes
Yes
1242
1230
4.581
3.634

(6)
How Many
Honest
0.002
(0.243)
-1.844***
(0.315)
0.128
(0.277)
1.141**
(0.456)
-0.108
(0.403)
Yes
1230
3.634

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01, using OLS
specifications 1 and 2 with 2007 constituency fixed effects. These outcomes were measured in the endline survey
carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. How Many Steal is the number of politicians out of 10 that a
respondent believes would steal in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me;
in your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would
steal public funds? How Many Competent is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are
competent in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of
every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you think are competent for handling the
responsibilities of elected office? How Many Honest is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes
are honest in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of
every 10 local political candidates running for elected office....how many do you think are honest? Treatment is an
indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator
that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage Income is an indicator that takes the value of
1 if the individual earns wage income.
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C.2

Specifications with Controls
Table C.7: Voter Beliefs about Incumbent - Pre-Specified Controls

Treatment

(1)
Posterior
Reached
2.887*
(1.560)

Prudent Manager
Above Median Education
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Above Median Education
Controls
Observations
Mean of Control

Yes
1148
52.566

(2)
Posterior
Reached
1.763
(2.004)
0.646
(3.339)
-3.567
(2.724)
-1.906
(4.165)
5.517
(4.087)
Yes
1148
52.566

(3)
Difference in
Beliefs (+)
5.124**
(2.237)

Yes
978
13.208

(4)
Difference in
Beliefs (+)
2.636
(3.045)
-3.336
(5.144)
-4.026
(4.331)
-3.232
(5.090)
11.275**
(5.647)
Yes
978
13.208

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p <
0.01, using OLS specifications 1 and 2 with pre-specified controls. The pre-specified controls are
language of interview (binary indicator for English language interview), gender (binary indicator
for male), age (binary indicator if >45 years of age), and year of CDF audit (indicators for each
fiscal year). These outcomes were measured in the endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in
March 2013. How Many Steal is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes
would steal in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in
your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you
think would steal public funds? How Many Competent is the number of politicians out of 10
that a respondent believes are competent in answering the question: Apart from the presidential
candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for
elected office...how many do you think are competent for handling the responsibilities of elected
office? How Many Honest is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes
are honest in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in
your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected office....how many do
you think are honest? Treatment is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was
assigned to treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if incumbent
has zero missing funds. Wage Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual
earns wage income.
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Table C.8: Voter Beliefs about Political Class - Pre-Specified Controls

Treatment

(1)
How Many
Steal
-0.316**
(0.147)

Prudent Manager
Wage Income
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Wage Income
Controls
Observations
Mean of Control

Yes
1006
5.066

(2)
How Many
Steal
-0.465**
(0.194)
0.139
(0.353)
-0.015
(0.269)
-0.325
(0.423)
0.672*
(0.388)
Yes
1006
5.066

(3)
How Many
Competent
0.106
(0.135)

Yes
1242
4.581

(4)
How Many
Competent
0.126
(0.168)
-0.079
(0.254)
0.153
(0.219)
0.639*
(0.358)
-0.505*
(0.298)
Yes
1242
4.581

(5)
How Many
Honest
0.238
(0.160)

Yes
1230
3.634

(6)
How Many
Honest
0.067
(0.201)
-0.553**
(0.241)
0.173
(0.242)
1.221***
(0.397)
-0.276
(0.345)
Yes
1230
3.634

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01, using OLS
specifications 1 and 2 with pre-specified controls. The pre-specified controls are language of interview (binary indicator
for English language interview), gender (binary indicator for male), age (binary indicator if >45 years of age), and
year of CDF audit (indicators for each fiscal year). These outcomes were measured in the endline survey carried out
by Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. How Many Steal is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes
would steal in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of
every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would steal public funds? How
Many Competent is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are competent in answering
the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political
candidates running for elected office...how many do you think are competent for handling the responsibilities of elected
office? How Many Honest is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are honest in answering
the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political
candidates running for elected office....how many do you think are honest? Treatment is an indicator that takes the
value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1
if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns
wage income.
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C.3

Strata Fixed Effects
Table C.9: Voter Beliefs about Incumbent - Strata Fixed Effects

Treatment

(1)
Posterior
Reached
2.982*
(1.701)

Prudent Manager
Above Median Education
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Above Median Education
Strata Fixed Effects
Observations
Mean of Control

Yes
1148
52.566

(2)
Posterior
Reached
2.007
(2.072)
4.904
(3.717)
-6.816
(10.881)
-2.632
(4.084)
5.964
(3.978)
Yes
1148
52.566

(3)
Difference in
Beliefs (+)
5.065**
(2.301)

Yes
978
13.208

(4)
Difference in
Beliefs (+)
2.251
(3.000)
1.048
(5.947)
76.773***
(6.774)
-0.561
(5.627)
11.402**
(5.068)
Yes
978
13.208

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01,
using OLS specifications 1 and 2 with strata fixed effects. These outcomes were measured in
the endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. How Many Steal is the
number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes would steal in answering the question:
Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local
political candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would steal public funds?
How Many Competent is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are
competent in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in
your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you
think are competent for handling the responsibilities of elected office? How Many Honest is the
number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are honest in answering the question:
Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local
political candidates running for elected office....how many do you think are honest? Treatment
is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent
Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage
Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns wage income.
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Table C.10: Voter Beliefs about Political Class - Strata Fixed Effects

Treatment

(1)
How Many
Steal
-0.352**
(0.152)

Prudent Manager
Wage Income
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Wage Income
Strata Fixed Effects
Observations
Mean of Control

Yes
1006
5.066

(2)
(3)
How Many How Many
Steal
Competent
-0.524***
0.142
(0.195)
(0.144)
0.218
(0.388)
4.073***
(1.459)
-0.096
(0.394)
0.651
(0.406)
Yes
Yes
1006
1242
5.066
4.581

(4)
(5)
How Many How Many
Competent
Honest
0.144
0.307*
(0.181)
(0.178)
-0.350
(0.261)
-4.486***
(0.996)
0.696*
(0.357)
-0.524*
(0.305)
Yes
Yes
1242
1230
4.581
3.634

(6)
How Many
Honest
0.148
(0.229)
-0.378
(0.265)
3.312*
(1.824)
1.134***
(0.429)
-0.248
(0.349)
Yes
1230
3.634

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01, using OLS
specifications 1 and 2 with strata fixed effects. These outcomes were measured in the endline survey carried out by
Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. How Many Steal is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes
would steal in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of
every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would steal public funds? How
Many Competent is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are competent in answering
the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political
candidates running for elected office...how many do you think are competent for handling the responsibilities of elected
office? How Many Honest is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are honest in answering
the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political
candidates running for elected office....how many do you think are honest? Treatment is an indicator that takes the
value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1
if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns
wage income.
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C.4

Audit Only Sample
Table C.11: Voter Beliefs about Incumbent - Audit Only Sample

Treatment
Prudent Manager
Above Median Education
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Above Median Education
Constant
Observations
Mean of Control

(1)
Posterior
Reached
2.353
(2.045)

(2)
(3)
Posterior Difference in
Reached
Beliefs (+)
1.470
3.430
(2.704)
(2.653)
3.424
(3.319)
-1.649
(3.330)
-0.147
(4.467)
3.232
(5.200)
53.095*** 52.401***
14.886***
(1.524)
(2.126)
(2.244)
711
711
604
53.095
53.095
14.886

(4)
Difference in
Beliefs (+)
1.983
(3.756)
-2.808
(5.037)
1.725
(5.457)
0.869
(5.509)
3.860
(7.183)
15.392***
(2.979)
604
14.886

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01,
using OLS specifications 1 and 2 on the audit only sample. These outcomes were measured in
the endline survey carried out by Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. How Many Steal is the
number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes would steal in answering the question:
Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local
political candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would steal public funds?
How Many Competent is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are
competent in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in
your opinion, out of every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you
think are competent for handling the responsibilities of elected office? How Many Honest is the
number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are honest in answering the question:
Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local
political candidates running for elected office....how many do you think are honest? Treatment
is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent
Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage
Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns wage income.
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•

2.0
•
•
•
•

Introduction
This Citizen’s Report Card has been researched and published by the National Taxpayers Association
(NTA) to sensitize citizens, elected representatives, government officials and civil society organizations on
the management of the Constituency Development Fund (CDF).
The NTA is a national, independent, non-partisan organization focused on improving the delivery of
services and the management of devolved funds for the benefit of all Kenyans.
The NTA is supervised by a Governing Council of prominent civil society and private sector leaders.
The day to day operations of the NTA are managed by the NTA Secretariat based in Nairobi and eight
Regional NTA offices located at the provincial headquarters. The NTA is establishing Constituency
Monitoring Committees of volunteers at the constituency level across Kenya.
The NTA has researched and published Citizen’s Report Cards in 82 constituencies and 15 Local Authority
Transfer Fund (LATF) Reports from all provinces in Kenya. The NTA will cover all 210 constituencies by
December 2011.
This Citizen’s Report Card presents findings from research in Lamu East Constituency. The report covers
one government Financial Year 2007/08. The NTA has not researched the 2008/09 Financial Year as much
of the funds have not been spent to date.
The monitoring exercise was conducted between January and October 2010.
It is important to note that the Financial Year 07/08 was simply used to set the scope of the work based on
NTA’s interest but financial reporting takes into consideration accumulated allocations to the monitored
projects over the years.
Executive Summary
A summary of total funds allocated to Lamu East Constituency is listed in Table 1 below. A total of Ksh.
133,465,759 has been allocated to the constituency since 2003/2004 to Financial Year 2007/2008.
The main finding from NTAs research in Lamu East constituency are listed in Table 2 below.
Project profiles and digital photographs of all CDF projects visited and assessed are listed in Annex 1.
Correspondence with the area Member of parliament on the constituency Citizen Report Card are listed in
Annex 5, Annex 6 and Annex 7.

Table 1:CDF Allocations to Lamu East Constituency for Financial Years 2003/04 - 2007/08
Constituency
2003/2004
2004/2005
2005/2006
2006/2007
2007/2008
Name
Lamu East

6,000,000

24,686,378

24,686,378

36,593,003

41,500,000

Total
133,465,759

• The key findings for projects funded and monitored in Financial Year 2007/208 are as follows:Kshs. 15,400,000.00 of taxpayers’ money has been wasted due to badly implemented projects.
35% of the total CDF funds allocated to the monitored projects in FY 2007-08 were on ineffective projects.
Kshs. 700,000.00 of taxpayers’ money has been wasted due to delayed projects.
2% of the total CDF funds allocated to the monitored projects in FY 2007-08 were on delayed projects.
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3.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
3.2
1.
2.

Recommendations for Abu Mohamed Chiabi and Lamu East CDFC
Complete all incomplete CDF projects.
Trace and fully account for all missing funds.
Reduce by 80% badly implemented CDF projects.
Make available all records of CDF projects, plus Bills of Quantities
Recommendations for the CDF Board
Ensure quick response to requests for reallocation of funds from the Constituency Development Fund
Committees (CDFCs). The Board is widely accused of delay in approving decisions on reallocation of
funds at the constituency level.
Regularly update the information listed in the Project Status Reports on the CDF web site to ensure that
accurate and up to date information is available to the public.
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Table 2: Summary of Findings from NTA Audit of CDF Projects (FY) 2007-08 in Lamu East Constituency
Category

Project Assessment
Classification

No. of
Projects

Budget
Awarded

Budget
Spent

Kshs.

Kshs.

Budget
Unaccounted
For
Kshs.

Balance in
Project
Bank Account
Kshs.

A

Well built, completed
projects - good quality
construction, good value
for money for taxpayers’.

7

14,100,000

14,100,000

-

-

B

Badly built, complete and incomplete
projects - poor quality construction, money
wasted, poor value for
money

5

15,400,000

15,400,000

-

-

5

11,719,907

11,719,907

-

-

2

700,000

-

-

700,000

19

41,919,907

41,219,907

-

700,000

C

G

Well built, incomplete
projects - project not yet
complete, being built in
phases, so far well built
Delayed implementationThe project was officially
allocated funds but the
implementation has not
started and funds are in the
project account.
Total

Main Findings

Summary of Funds
(Kshs.)

% of Total

15,400,000

37%

700,000

2%

-

-

Total Money Badly Used (B Projects)
Total Money Unspent (G Projects)
Budget Unaccounted For
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4.0

NTA Research Methodology

The research methodology involved the following stages and methods.
1. Secondary Data Collection and Analysis
NTA Regional Officer held a series of meetings with district and constituency officials to collect information on
CDF projects funded in FY 2007/08.
2. Project Site Visit, Rapid Assessment, and User Interviews
NTA Regional Officer visited all selected CDF projects funded in FY 2007/08. At each project site they:
i. took digital photographs of the project;
ii. undertook a rapid assessment of the project using a structured Project Rapid Assessment Form (see Annex 2)1.
3. Desk-based Independent Technical Assessment and Strategic Visits
At this stage NTA Regional Officer contracted a local engineer (or quantity surveyor) to undertake an independent
desk review which involved: (i) analysis of secondary data and data collected in the field; (ii) strategic field visits
to selected projects where additional information was needed; and, (iii) classification of all projects into one of the
six categories above.
4. Desk-based Analysis and Final Project Classification
Following the independent technical assessment, the NTA Regional Officer met with the contracted engineer or
quantity surveyor to compare her/his list of categorised projects. The output of this meeting was a final list of
categorised projects as follows:
Category A Projects – Well implemented, completed projects
This category was for CDF projects which had scored above 50% on the Project Technical Assessment
Form (Annex 4)2, and were found to be well built, with good value for money (i.e. the budget was the right
amount for the infrastructure delivered).
Category B Projects – Badly implemented, complete and incomplete projects
This category was for CDF projects which had scored less than 50% on the Project Technical Assessment
Form, and were found to be poorly constructed with poor value for money, and/or with budgets much larger
than what was actually delivered.
Category C Projects – Well implemented, ongoing projects
This category was for CDF projects which had scored above 50% on the Project Technical Assessment Form,
and were projects well implemented but incomplete, i.e. money had been used to build a structure of good
quality, but the construction is ongoing.
Category D Projects - Abandoned Projects
This category of projects are incomplete and did not receive financial allocation in the subsequent Financial Year.
It should be noted that the CDF Act provides for continuous allocation to projects until completion.
Category E Projects – Ghost projects
This category was for CDF projects officially allocated funds which had been spent, but the project did not physically
exist at the time of study i.e. it was a ghost project.
Category G Projects - Delayed implementation
The project was officially allocated funds but the implementation has not started and funds are in the project
account.
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Category F Projects – Reallocated Funds
This category was for CDF projects that were not implemented for the reason that the funds were reallocated to
other projects and with authority from the CDF Board in accordance with the CDF Act.
5. Comments and Review
Following the elaborate process of compiling the Citizen’s Report Card, the NTA developed a draft report of the
findings. This report was then sent to the area Member of Parliament (copied to the CDF Board) for his/her
comments (see letter in Annex 5). The MP was given a period of one month to comment on the draft report. In cases
where the NTA did not receive any communication a reminder letter was sent at the end of week four. If the NTA
had no comments by the end of week six then the draft CDF CRC was processed for publishing.
In response to comments from the NTA, a number of MPs requested a meeting to discuss our findings or sent
letters with comments. The NTA considered all comments and made changes in the draft CDF CRC where we
had adequate supporting documentation.
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Annex 1
Project Classification Summary Tables,
Project Profiles and digital photographs
for all CDF projects visited and assessed in
the Financial Year (FY) 2007 - 08
Member of Parliament

2002 - 2007
2008 - 2012

Hon. Abu Mohamed Chiabi
Hon. Abu Mohamed Chiabi
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Project Number

CDF/LME/007/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Kiwayu Primary School Rehabilitation

Project Activity

Rehabilitation of the school

Location/Ward

Ndau

Date of Assessment

14/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

1,200,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

1,200,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

A

Technical Performance Score

70%

Project Status

Complete and in use

Comments: The project shows value for taxpayers’ money invested in it and it will contribute towards improving the students’ performance.
Project Number

CDF/LME/010/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Ndau Primary School Rehabilitation

Project Activity

Rehabilitation of the school

Location/Ward

Ndau

Date of Assessment

14/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

1,800,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

1,800,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

Technical Performance Score

77%

Project Status

A
Complete and in use

Comments: The project has improved the learning conditions in the school. The overall quality of the project is good except for a few
defects which arise from bad usage by the beneficiaries.
Project Number

CDF/LME/013/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Pate Dispensary Furniture

Project Activity

Fitting the delivery ward with tables,
chairs, cupboards, benches, hospital bed.

Location/Ward

Pate

Date of Assessment

11/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

400,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

400,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

A

Technical Performance Score

84%

Project Status

Complete and in use

Comments: The project has improved service delivery in the dispensary. There is improved sitting arrangements at the patients lounge
and has improved storage of medicines at the hospital for the purpose of future use. The project has provided value for the funds invested.
Project Number

CDF/LME/014/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Faza Health Centre-staff houses rehabilitation

Project Activity

Rehabilitation of staff houses

Location/Ward

Rasini

Date of Assessment

12/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

2,300,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

2,300,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

A

Technical Performance Score

57%

Project Status

Complete and in use

Comments: The quality of rehabilitation carried-out has added value to the houses which were once uninhabitable. It has improved
the living/working conditions of the medical officers in the health centre thus directly/indirectly impacting on the quality of services
they provide to the community. Refer to Annex 6.
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Project Number

CDF/LME/015/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Kizingitini Social Hall

Project Activity

Construction of a new Social Hall at
Kizingitini

Location/Ward

Kizingitini

Date of Assessment

10/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

3,600,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

3,600,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

A

Technical Performance Score

70%

Project Status

Complete and in use

Comments: The project has provided a facility that the community can use for social gatherings. The quality of materials applied and
the structural set-up of the project shows value for taxpayers’.
Project Number

CDF/LME/016/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Siyu Social Hall

Project Activity

Construction of a Social Hall

Location/Ward

Siyu

Date of Assessment

11/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

2,800,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

2,800,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

A

Technical Performance Score

74%

Project Status

Complete and in use.

Comments: The project value against the actual cost shows value for taxpayers money. The project has provided a venue for the social
gatherings in the community at a lower cost.
Project Number

CDF/LME/018/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Constituency Speed Boat

Project Activity

Purchase of a speed boat

Location/Ward

Constituency

Date of Assessment

17/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

2,000,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

2,000,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

A

Technical Performance Score

87%

Project Status

Complete and in use.

Comments: The project has improved the monitoring process of the CDF projects, by easing mobility of the CDFC members. The
project will improve on the efficiency and effectiveness of using water transport while monitoring.
Project Number

CDF/LME/002/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Siyu Electricity

Project Activity

Purchase of two 7.5KVA Generators

Location/Ward

Siyu

Date of Assessment

11/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

1,000,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

1,000,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

B

Technical Performance Score

40%

Project Status

Complete and not in use

Comments: The cost of the projects (generators) is above what the market rates offers. The projects shows inappropriate procurement
process adopted because the projects do not meet the needs of the communities, (capacity of the generator compared to the power
demand) yet they were procured for the community.
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Project Number

CDF/LME/003/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

School furniture project

Project Activity

Furnishing of schools with desks and
dockers.

Location/Ward

Lamu East Constituency

Date of Assessment

10-14/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

3,400,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

3,400,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

B

Technical Performance Score

20%

Project Status

Complete and in use

Comments: The project was a requirement of the school community but the costing of the project does not provide value to the community because it is highly inflated. There is a need to streamline efficiency on procurement of public good.
Project Number

CDF/LME/004/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Kizingitini Secondary School

Project Activity

Construction of new secondary school

Location/Ward

Kizingitini

Date of Assessment

10/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

3,000,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

3,000,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

B

Technical Performance Score

40%

Project Status

Incomplete and in use

Comments: The project has provided access to the secondary school education in Pate island. This will contribute to the development
in the area. The cost of the project was inflated.
Project Number

CDF/LME/006/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Shanga Primary School Rehabilitation

Project Activity

Rehabilitation of the school

Location/Ward

Siyu

Date of Assessment

11/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

1,900,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

1,900,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

B

Technical Performance Score

30%

Project Status

Complete and in use

Comments Even though the project has improved the learning environment within the school, the valuation of the project in relation
to the actual cost indicated, factoring in the topographical and geographical challenges, shows inflated costs, poor usage of taxpayers’
money.
Project Number

CDF/LME/008/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Faza Secondary School

Project Activity

Rehabilitation of Dinning Hall

Location/Ward

Rasini

Date of Assessment

12/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

6,100,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

6,100,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

B

Technical Performance Score

17%

Project Status

Complete and in use

Comments: The renovations were meant to improve the capacity and performance of the catering division but the costing is inflated
not relating to the valuation of the actual project implemented. The project is of less value for taxpayers’ money.
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Project Number

CDF/LME/005/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Myabogi Nursery School

Project Activity

Construction of nursery school

Location/Ward

Mbwajumwali

Date of Assessment

10/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

900,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

900,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

C

Technical Performance Score

74%

Project Status

Ongoing and not in use

Comments: The project has improved the access of the children in the area to public nursery school education which was scarce. The
project is a great relief to the community because the library which was being used as nursery classroom is now used for library purposes
thus providing an opportunity for the students to improve their school performance.
Project Number

CDF/LME/009/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Kiwayu Nursery School

Project Activity

Construction of a nursery school

Location/Ward

Ndau

Date of Assessment

14/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

319,907

Total Funds Spent to Date

319,907

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

C

Technical Performance Score

60% -

Project Status

Ongoing and not in use.

Comments The structural set-up of the project, quality of materials used and the workmanship shows value for taxpayers’ money. The
project will improve access to public nursery school in the island.
Project Number

CDF/LME/011/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Mkokoni Primary School

Project Activity

Construction of computer class

Location/Ward

Kiunga

Date of Assessment

14/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

1,000,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

1,000,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

C

Technical Performance Score

70% -

Project Status

Ongoing and not in use

Comments The project once operational will create access to computer skills for the students in Kiunga location. The building put in
place is of good quality.
Project Number

CDF/LME/020/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Mtangawanda Jetty

Project Activity

Rehabilitation and extension of the old
jetty 14 meters.

Location/Ward

Pate

Date of Assessment

9/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

6,000,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

6,000,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

C

Technical Performance Score

70%

Project Status

Ongoing and in use

Comments: The project has improved the safety of the community members when boarding boats as the extended jetty takes care of
the varying tides experienced in the area.
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Project Number

CDF/LME/021/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Myabogi Mbwajumwali Footbridge

Project Activity

Construction of a new footbridge
connecting Myabogi Sub Location and
Mbwajumwali Location

Location/Ward

Mbwajumwali

Date of Assessment

10/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

3,500,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

3,500,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

C

Technical Performance Score

50%

Project Status

On going and not in use.

Comments: The project intends to improve movement between Myabogi and Mbwajumwali villages during high tides when sea
water floods the area thus making it impossible to cross the channel. The project will also improve the safety of the community
members residing between Myabogi and Mbwajumwali, Kizingitini villages.
Project Number

CDF/LME/017/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Kiwaiyu Ambulance Boat

Project Activity

Purchase of a boat to serve as an ambulance to the community

Location/Ward

Ndau

Date of Assessment

14/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

2,000,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

2,000,000

Refer to Annex 7

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

F

Technical Performance Score

N/A

Project Status

Does not exist

Comments: The money meant for the purchase of Ambulance Boat was re-allocated to purchase the multipurpose boat to serve the
community on diversified needs
Project Number

CDF/LME/001/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

Patte Electricity

Project Activity

Overhaul of the generator and the wiring system

Location/Ward

Patte

Date of Assessment

14/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

500,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

500,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

G

Technical Performance Score

N/A

Project Status

Does not exist

Comments: Re-allocated because the rural electrification authority would supply electricity. Project not implemented and the money
is still in the bank account.
Project Number

CDF/LME/019/07-08

Constituency

Lamu East

Project Name

CDF Motorbike

Project Activity

Purchase of a motorbike

Location/Ward

Constituency

Date of Assessment

17/8/2010

Total Funds Awarded to Date

200,000

Total Funds Spent to Date

200,000

Total Unaccounted Funds

Nil

Project Category

G

Technical Performance Score

N/A

Project Status

Does not exist

Comments: The money meant for the project was re-allocated to the Chandani stair case project. Project not implemented and the
money is still in the bank account.
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Annex 2
CDF/LATF Project Rapid Assessment Form
Recommendation
(mark one box)

Stage 1 =
OK

Stage 2 = Further
Investigation

Constituency Name
Project Name
Project Activity
MP’s Name (2007)
Project Status
Amount Awarded
Kshs.

Report No.

Location
Project Number
Rural/Urban
MP’s Name (2008)

Complete

Incomplete/stalled

FY 2007/08

FY 2006/07

Ongoing
FY 2006/05

Total CDF Funds Spent to date (October 2010) Kshs.
Total Other Funds Spent to date (October 2010) Kshs.
(NGOs, CBOs, FBOs, Private Sector, etc.)
Total Funds Spent to date (October 2010) Kshs.
CDF Project Manager Name
Project Contractor Name
Other Contact Person

Contact Nos
Contact Nos
Contact Nos
Field Visit Assessment Information

1.
2.

Name or general position of people met at project site
3.
4.

Project Score
Community participation in selection/community/users satisfaction
Project completion status -- on time/within
budget?
Visual assessment of overall quality of construction and finish
Total Project Rapid Score (out of 30)

Out of 10

Comments

Note: A mark of 10 is excellent, while a mark of 1 is very bad
Signature of RO:

Time and Date:
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Does not exist
FY 2005/04

Annex 3
CDF Project Users Questionnaire

Quest. No.:

Name of RO
Instructions for ROs
• Explain who you are, and the purpose of your visit. Clearly state that the interview is anonymous.
• Ask the person if they know about the concerned project before starting the interview, if they have no
knowledge then do not interview them.
• If the person agrees to be interviewed, ask how long they have been resident in the community. If it is less
than six months do not undertake the interview. Do not interview people directly or officially involved in
managing the project as they will have a bias.
• ROs must interview a mix of women and men at all project locations.
• The minimum requirement is 4 user interviews/project.
• In questions with written answers be very clear and concise.
1. Name of District
2. Constituency Name
3. Name of Project
4. Location Name
5. Gender of person interviewed (circle one answer number)
1. Female
2. Male
6. Age of person interviewed
________ years
7. Occupation
1. Farmer
4. Private Sector Employee
(circle one answer
2. Business Owner
5. Government employee
number)
3. Labourer /Housekeeper 6. Other (explain) ______________________________
8. RO -- Why have
1. Resident lives near project
you selected this per- 2. Resident from community uses the project
son? (list relation3. Other (explain) _______________________________
ship to project)
9. Do you know who funded the project?
1. Yes
2. No
10. If yes, can you
1. CDF
4. Community
7. Councillor 9. Do not know
say who?
2. LATF
5. Donors/NGOs 8. Private
10. Other (explain)
3. MP
6. Government
company
________________
11. Is the project complete and in use, or incom- 1. Project is completed and in use
plete and in use?
2. Project is completed and not in use
3. Project is incomplete and in use
4. Project is incomplete and not in use
5. Project is “missing”, does not exist
12. Please explain your answer?
(If the person choose option 2, 3, 4, or 5)
13. Did you or people you know in the community participate in project selection?

1. Yes, community participated
2. No, community did not participate
3. Do not know

14. If yes, please ex- 1. I attended the meeting
plain how you know 2. I know people who attended and they told me
this?
3. Other (explain) _______________________________
15. If yes, do you know approximately how many 1. _________ people (write the number)
people attended the meeting to select the project? 2. Do not know
16. If yes to Q10, (community participated in project selection), Was 1. Yes
this project selected as a priority for this community?
2. No
3. Do not know
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17. If no to Q10, do you know
who selected the project?

3. Chief/Govt. official 5. Other
4. Do not know
____________

1. MP
2. Councillor

18. Did you or people you know
1. Yes, community participated
in the community participate in
2. No, community did not participate
project implementation?
3. Do not know
19. If yes, how? 1. They contributed labour/security/supervision/goods/materials/land etc.
2. They gave money
3. Other (explain) _________________________________________
20. Was there a Project Manage1. Yes
2. No
3. Do not know
ment Committee formed for this
project?
21. If yes, who selected this Com- 1. MP selected
4. Councillor selected 6. Do not know
mittee?
2. Community selected 5. Govt. selected
7. Other (explain)
3. MP and community
22. What is your satisfaction in terms of quality of the facility and value for money spent on this project?

1. Very satisfied
2. Satisfied

______________
3. Dissatisfied
4. Very dissatisfied

23. If Dissatisfied or Very dissatisfied, explain why?
24. Was this project transparently managed?

1. Yes
2. No

3. Do not know

25. If no, explain why not?
26. How would you rate the
project in terms of impact on
beneficiaries?
27. What are the three most
important future projects for this
community?
28. Can you suggest ways to
improve implementation of CDF
projects?
29. RO Verification -- What is
the actual completion status of
the project based on observation?
(visit the project and then complete this question)

Name of interviewer

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

High impact – many people in community benefited
Medium impact – some people in community benefited
Low impact – none/few people in community benefited

Project is completed and in use
Project is completed and not in use
Project is incomplete and in use
Project is incomplete and not in use
Project is “missing”, does not exist

Signature of interviewer
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Date and time of interview

Annex 4
Technical Project Assessment Form
%

Project Score (Out of 100)

Project No.

Project Type (LATF/CDF)

Project No.

Project
Name

Constituency
Name

District Name

Location / Ward Name

Area

Out of
10

Justify the score you gave with explanation below
(write clearly and neatly)

(1) Quality of materials
used
(2) Project completion
status -- on time/within
budget?
(3) Project cost – does it
represent value for money
Total
(total the marks given out
of 30, then list %)

What is your overall recommendation (circle one answer)
1. Project has been well implemented and looks as though
there is good value for money for the community.
2. Project has not been well implemented and looks as though
funds have not been well used.
%
3. Is difficult to fully assess.

Note: A mark of 10 is excellent, while a mark of 1 is very bad.
Name of technical reviewer:

Date:

Signature of technical reviewer:

Time:
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Annex 7
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Table C.12: Voter Beliefs about Political Class - Audit Only Sample

Treatment

(1)
How Many
Steal
-0.267
(0.208)

Prudent Manager
Wage Income
Treatment x Prudent Manager
Treatment x Wage Income
Constant
Observations
Mean of Control

5.062***
(0.153)
611
5.062

(2)
How Many
Steal
-0.380
(0.278)
0.221
(0.365)
0.270
(0.329)
-0.361
(0.457)
0.610
(0.486)
4.901***
(0.179)
611
5.062

(3)
How Many
Competent
0.177
(0.179)

4.499***
(0.114)
764
4.499

(4)
How Many
Competent
0.148
(0.220)
-0.153
(0.249)
0.185
(0.242)
0.659*
(0.378)
-0.568
(0.353)
4.492***
(0.160)
764
4.499

(5)
How Many
Honest
0.260
(0.218)

3.637***
(0.131)
757
3.637

(6)
How Many
Honest
-0.222
(0.265)
-0.477*
(0.251)
0.138
(0.266)
1.494***
(0.425)
-0.064
(0.410)
3.755***
(0.180)
757
3.637

Standard errors are clustered by 2007 constituency, with * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01, using OLS
specifications 1 and 2 on the audit only sample. These outcomes were measured in the endline survey carried out by
Ipsos Synovate in March 2013. How Many Steal is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes
would steal in answering the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of
every 10 local political candidates running for elected office...how many do you think would steal public funds? How
Many Competent is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are competent in answering
the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political
candidates running for elected office...how many do you think are competent for handling the responsibilities of elected
office? How Many Honest is the number of politicians out of 10 that a respondent believes are honest in answering
the question: Apart from the presidential candidates, please tell me; in your opinion, out of every 10 local political
candidates running for elected office....how many do you think are honest? Treatment is an indicator that takes the
value of 1 if the individual was assigned to treatment. Prudent Manager is an indicator that takes the value of 1
if incumbent has zero missing funds. Wage Income is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if the individual earns
wage income.
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